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Metropolitan Sulyk, Suslensky meet Plakhotniuk assaulted in Kiev
by Dr. Walter Dusfanyck
PH1LADELPH1A - ArchbishopMetropolitan Stephen Sulyk of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church received, in
a May 2 audience, Yakov Suslensky,
teacher, journalist and a member of the
Society of Jewish-Ukrainian Relations
in Jerusalem. He is on a tour in the
United States.
The purpose of Mr. Suslensky's visit
with Metropolitan Sulyk was to apprise
the head of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in the United States of the efforts
of Ukrainian Jews in israel to have the
illustrious name of the great Ukrainian
Catholic churchman, the late Metropo–
litan Andrey Sheptytsky, placed on the
honor list of the "Righteous of the
World," and recognized by the govern–
ment of israel for his heroic efforts in–
saving many Jews during the Nazi
genocide in Eastern Europe during
World World H.
Presently, the government of israel,
through its official Commission on the
Memorial Park,"Yad vashem" in Tel
Aviv, is planning an "Aisle of the
Righteous of the World" in the memo1
rial park, bearing the names of all those
outstanding persons who helped in
saving Jews. Mr. Suslensky said that to
his committee's petition to the israeli
government was appended a list with
over 1,500 signatures of israeli citizens,
former residents of Ukraine, in support
of this request to recognize Metropo–
litan Sheptytsky.
Metropolitan Sulyk, after listening
carefully to Mr. Suslensky, made the
following observations. The metropo–
litan wholeheartedly welcomed these
noble efforts and endeavors of Ukrai–
nian Jews now in israel to record– the
name and memory of the late Metropo–
litan Andrey Sheptytsky in the "Aisle of

the Righteous of the World" in Tel
Aviv. He said that Metropolitan Shep–
tytsky is one of those great Christian
Church leaders who, at the risk of losing
his own life, tried to save Jewish men,
women and children wherever he could.
On his secret instructions some 150
Jews were sheltered and saved in his
institutions. Over 400 Jewish children
survived in various Ukrainian Catholic
monasteries and convents, where they
were supplied with false birth certifi–
cates and other personal documents.
in the heat of the destruction of the
Jews in 1942 by the Nazis, Metropolitan
Sheptytsky issued his notable pastoral
letter titled "Thou Shall Not Kill," in
which he denounced and condemned
the Nazi genocide of innocent and
defenseless Jews, and rejected as un–
Christian the Nazi theory of "racial
superiority," which spurred the Nazi
government to the senseless murder of
Jews and Slavs, including Ukrainians,
Poles, Czechs, Byelorussians and o–
thers,whomit considered "subhuman."
therefore, concluded Metropolitan
Therefore, concluded Metropolitan
Sulyk, the efforts of Ukrainian Jews in
israel to have the late Metropolitan
Sheptytsky recognized as one of the
"Righteous of the World" are not only
highly laudable, but wholly justifiable,
because he was a true man of Christian
love and compassion for his neighbors,
regardless of religious distinction,
national, cultural or racial origin.
Such recognition would have a great
impact upon the further development of
Jewish-Ukrainian relations in the fu–
ture, which in the past were marred by
tragic conflicts bringing inestimable
damage to both peoples in Ukraine and
in the diaspora.
Mr. Suslenky was accompanied by
Dr. Walter Dushnyck, editor of The
Ukrainian Quarterly.

Dance master Avramenko dies
NEW YORK - Ukrainian choreo–
grapher, dance instructor and film
producer vasile Avramenko died here
on Wednesday, May 6, at the age of 86.
Mr. Avramenko was born in Stebliv,
Ukraine, on March 22, 1895. He at–
tended the School of Dramatic Art and
took part in the Sadovsky Theater in
Kiev, in 1921 he founded the First
School of Ukrainian National Dance in
Kalisz, Poland.
Mr. Avramenko is credited with
having organized some 40 dance schools
in western Ukraine, Czecho-Slovakia
and Germany in 1922-24. Ukrainian
folk dance in Canada is closely asso–
ciated with the arrival of Mr. Avra–
menko in 1926. in the wake of his tour
there a great number of Ukrainian folk
dance ensembles were founded. Mr.
(Continued on page 12)

NEW YORK - Mykola Plakhot–
niuk, a 45-year-old Ukrainian physi–
cian, who was released from confine–
ment in a psychiatric hospital on May
10, 1980, was assaulted by unknown
assailants on the streets of Kiev on April
8, according to information received by
the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad).
Dr. Plakhotniuk was confined to a
special psychiatric hospital in Dnipro–
petrovske after being arrested on Ja–
nuary 13, 1972, and tried by the Kiev
regional court for "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda."
in August 1976 he was transferred to
a smilar hospital in Kazan and in 1978
he was transferred to an ordinary
psychiatric hospital in the town of
Smela, in the Cherkasy region in Uk–
Mykola Plakhotniuk

Panchuk donates library to Harvard
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Dr. ivan

Ukrainian Studies Program at Harvard
University.
Dr. Panchuk's background and strong
interest in Ukrainian culture made it
possible for him to acquire a valuable
research collection on Ukraine. He was
born in Gardenton, Man., on April 4,
On April 12, he invited representa–
1904. His parents were early Bukovy–
tives from the Ukrainian Studies Fund
nian settlers in southern Manitoba. As a
of Harvard University to his home for
child Dr. Panchuk moved to Detroit, in
the presentation of his library gift. Olha
1928, he graduated from the University
Duzhey, a USF representative from
of Michigan Law School in Ann Arbor.
Detroit, and Michael Bazansky, a
1?JteXf loped a successful law career at
major donor to the Ukrainian collecri
чкїегаї Life and Casualty, where he
in Harvard College Library, also from
worked until his retirement in 1969.
Detroit, visited Dr. Panchuk and ac–
Active participation in Ukrainian
cepted his library gift on behalf of the
community affairs is a goal that Dr.
Panchuk has pursued throughout his
life. He was a hard-working member of
many Ukrainian organizations. Some
the positions he held as a community
activist are: co-founder and head of the
Federation of American Ukrainians in
MADR1D - The Madrid Con– Michigan; member, donor and presi–
ference to review the 1975 Helsinki dent of the Ukrainian Graduates; head
Accords resumed here on May 5 with of the United Ukrainian American Re–
the United States ready to try one last lief Committee.; co-founder and first'
time to reach agreement with the Soviet head of Tovarystvo Bukovyna; active
Union on human rights and detente, member of the UCCA, UNA, Ukrainian
according to the Associated Press. National Home and Ukrainian Michigan
"We'd like to give it one more shot," League. Dr. Panchuk is also known in the
Max Kampelman, head of the U.S.
delegation, told reporters as the 35(Continued on page 12)
nation meeting resumed after a threeweek recess.
But Mr. Kampelman remained skep–
tical that agreement could be reached
on a final document supporting the
Ш Text of Max Kampelman's
1975 accords on human.rights and
remarks at the Madrid Conference
European security.
- page 3.
"Since last September, when the
Ш Rep. Edward Derwinski on the
conference began, 1 have seen no tan–
radio war — page 7.
gible step — deeds not words — by the
M Book notes — page 7.
Soviet Union that would indicate a
Ш Panorama by Helen Perozak
commitment to continuing the Helsinki
Smindak — page 9.
process," he said.
Panchuk of Battle Creek, Mich., do–
nated bis private Ukrainian library to
the Harvard College Library in order to
fill in gape of retrospective holdings in
its Ukrainian collection.

Madrid Conference resumes;
U.S. delegation skeptical
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Documenf yields new information
on Ukrainian National Front
NEW YORK. - A samvydav docu–
ment titled "Additional information on
the Ukrainian National Front," which
details the founding of the organization
and the methods used by the KGB to
curtail its activities, has reached the
West, reported the press service of the
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council
(abroad).
The Ukrainian National Front was
founded in the mid-1970s on the initia–
tive of Mykola Kraynyk, a former
grade-school principal in the village of
Solukiv, Dolyna region, iyano-Fran–
kivske Oblast. The organization should
.not be confused with an organization
of the same name which existed in the
1960s and was founded by Zinoviy
Krasivsky and others.
information on the new Ukrainian
National Front first appeared in the
Herald of Repressions in Ukraine, (No:
8, August 1980) which is published by
the External Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
Excerpts of the statement appear in
translation below.
Mykola Kraynyk was sentenced on
August 21, 1980, by the regional court
of ivano-Frankivske to seven years'
strict-regimen camp and three years'
e x i l e for "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda."
He was born on April 20,1935, in the
village of Solukiv, Dolyna region in the
ivano-Frankivske Oblast. He has two
children: Taras, born in 1962, and
Oksana, born in 1966.
Mr. Kraynyk completed his studies
o f h i s t o r y at t h e C h e r n i v t s i State
University. He was the principal of the
eight-year grade school in Solukiv.
From 1968 to 1970 he oversaw the
installation of gas for the village. Mr.
Kraynyk was a member of the
Communist Party.
in 1969 - 71, Mr. Kraynyk was under
the constant surveillance of security
agents. He was denounced by a student,
Maria v i n t o v Litvinina, w h o m he
tutored in preparation for entrance
exams to the department of history at
the ivano-Frankivske Pedagogical in–
stitute. it seems that he failed to keep to
the official line concerning certain
historical events. Throughout 1971, Mr.
Kraynyk was repeatedly summoned by
the KGB. He was expelled from the
party and dismissed from work.
Ever since his fall from grace, Mr.
Kraynyk was unable to get a job in the
Dolyna region, in 1972 he managed to
get a job with a construction firm where
he worked as a solderer and stoker. He
was dismissed from this job in 1976.
From 1978 until the time of his arrest,
Mr. Kraynyk worked as a machinist in a
drilling company in the Turkmen SSR.
in mid-1979 he decided to realize his
idea of founding an organization with
the aim of furthering his political views.
(Mr. Kraynyk called for the democra–
t i z a t i o n of all "Soviet" society; he
advocated freedom of speech, freedom
of the press; the right to hold differing
views... he opposed all forms of na–
tional and social oppression.) in the
Soviet Union, any outright expression
of one's views leads to imminent arrest.
Such were the motives for the crea–
tion of the Ukrainian National Front.
As the name indicated, the organization
was to serve as a rallying point for all
those who upheld the idea of an inde–
pendent Ukraine and who opposed any
form of national and social oppression.
The organization had some 40 mem–
bers. Activity consisted of preparing and
circulating censored literature, and of
putting out a journal titled Ukrainian

Herald and an almanac, "Prozrinnia"
(of which only two issues were publish–
ed, due to lack of necessary resources).
Mr. Kraynyk was the type of person
who was interested in meeting people.
He met one Mykhailo illya Boliuk, who
said that he was a member of the
present-day underground movement of
the Organization of Ukrainian Nationa–
lists (OUN) and that he had contacts
with the West. How was one not to trust
a person who was sentenced to 10 years'
imprisonment for membership in the
OUN of the late 1940s? (Mr. Boliuk
currently lives in the village of Sloboda
of the Dolyna region,lvano-Frankivske
oblast.)
in 1975-79 Mr. Kraynyk passed many
of the group's materials on to Mr.
Boliuk — all of which, as it later turned
out, instead of reaching the representa–
tives of O U N abroad went directly to
security officials. Being well informed
of the activities of the group, the KGB
was ready to take action.
The first step in curtailing the group's
activity was the arrest of vasyl Zvarych
in June 1979. (Mr. Zvarych was born in
1948; he is the father of two children:
Serhiy born in 1975, and Mykhailo,
born in 1979.)
As a result of a frame-up which was
planned in advance (involving KGB
operatives Stepan ilnytsky, with whom
Mr. Zvarych worked in a Dolyna gas
works factory, and a Mr. Pryma), Mr.
Zvarych was arrested and charged with
hooliganism, under Article 206 of the
Criminal Code of the Ukrainian SSR.
The trial was held on June 15,1979. Mr.
Zvarych was sentenced to two and onehalf years of imprisonment.
ivan Mandryk, the most active mem–
ber of the Ukrainian National Front
and author of numerous articles con–
cerning its cause, was abducted from
work on June 17, 1979. (Mr. Mandryk
was born in 1938; he lived in the city of
Bolekhiv of the Dolyna region, ivanoFrankivske Oblast).
Upon abduction, Mr. Mandryk was
taken to ivano-Frankivske. His family
was told that he went there on business.
On Wednesday, Mr. Mandryk's wife
was summoned by the police and told to
go to the prosecutor's office in ivanoFrankivske. There she was told that her
husband had suffered from the onset of
schizophrenia and jumped out of a fifthstory window in the hotel Ukraina on
June 19.
When the body was to be identified,
the family noted that there was evidence
of severe beatings sustained to the face
and head area and that there was a knife
wound in the left side of the body. None
of this was documented in the morgue
records.
Mr. Mandryk was survived by his
wife and three children: ivan, born in
1969; Petro, born in 1970, and Mykola,
born in 1974.
Mr. Kraynyk was arrested in the city
of Mary, Turkmen SSR, on September,
28, 1927, while staying with a friend,
Mykhailo Dakus, at an apartment of a
fellow worker, Mr. Fomyn. All three
were taken to police headquarters
allegedly for having caused disturbance
to their neighbors. Messrs. Dakus and
Fomyn were released the next day; Mr.
Kraynyk was charged with hooliganism
and sent to jail for 10 days.
On October 8, Mr. Kraynyk was back
in ivano-Frankivske. The following day
a bus with some 40 KGB men on board
arrived in Solukiv. Searches were
(Continued on page 15)
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Murzhenko appeals for husband
to Madrid Conference delegates
ba
HELS1NK1, Finland Luba
cal
Murzhenko, wife ol Ukrainian political
ip–
prisoner Oleksiy Murzhenko, has ap–
the
pealed on behalf of her husband to the
participants of the Conference on
on
ipe
Security and Cooperation in Europe
irt–
currently being held in Madrid, report–
iaed the Smoloskyp Ukrainian informa–
tion Service.
Mr. Murzhenko was rearrested in
in
1970 along with a group of Jews who,,in
in
their efforts to emigrate, attempted to
hijack an airplane in Leningrad. Of the
ed
11 people implicated in the failed
n
hijacking attempt, three remain iin
prison, among then Mr. Murzhenko;
ico;
the rest have been pardoned and re
re"
leased.
l
l
,
in her appeal, Mrs. Murzhenko callss
ilv
attention to the plight of her family,
asking for intercession on behalf of her
'MT
0
husband and for aid in her efforts ,to
ni
secure for her family the right to emi–
"
grate to israel.
Mrs. Murzhenko was born in 1946;
46;
ЇГС
her husband was born in 1942. Both are
en
Ukrainian. They have two children.
ro
Mr. Murzhenko studied at the Suvo–
"
ms
riv military academy in Kiev. He was
ast
forced to leave the school during his last

Mr. Murzhenko was first arrested in
March 1962 for having organized a
group called "SvobodaRozumu"(Freedom to Think) which put out a manifesto
and pamphlets.. Among the members of
the group were viktor Balashov and
Yuriy Fedorov. Mr. Murzhenko was
charged under Articles 70 and 72, and
sentenced to six years' imprisonment.
From 1964 to 1967 he was in viadimir
Prison.
Mrs. Murzhenko and her mother-in–
law managed to see Mr. Murzhenko for
half an hour in 1965.
in 1968 Mr. M u r z h e n k o was re–
leased from camp No. 7 in Mordovia.
His wife and mother traveled to meet
him. Upon his return to Ukraine, he was
sent t o the city of Loziv in the Kharkiv
oblast where his mother lived. During
his stay there, he was under surveillance,
had t o abide by a n imposed curfew, w a s
not permitted t o leave the city limits and
had t o report t o the police every Thurs–
d a y . His wife, w h o worked in Kiev in the
Arsenal factory, could see him only
when she would be sent to Kharkiv on
work-related matters.
Whenever she did arrive, security
agents and police never failed to pull up
in front of the building where her
husband lived and proceeded to wake
up the people in the middle of the night,
demanding identification papers for
verification.

ns
year of studies due to family reasons.
p
Subsequently he was able to make Uup
fall
this year at night school and by the fall
ucs
of 1962, he had enrolled in the economics
jty
department of M o s c o w University
паї
where he hoped to study international
relations.

(Continued on page SO)

New information received on Altunian
are being confined in special psychiatric
hospitals; and the condemnation of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Mr. Altunian was charged with the
possession and dissemination of the
following books: Alexander Solzhenit–
zyn's "Gulag Archipelago," Kariakin's
"Living History," Zhores Medvedev's
"The Cult of Personality in the Biologi–
cal Sciences," The Chronicle of Current
Events, poems by vysotsky, Rudenko,
Nekipelov, as well as for possession of
tosof such "anti-Soviets" as Andrei
Sakharov and Mr. So!zhenitzyn.
in his statement at the trial, Mr.
Altunian was to have said: "1 am being
tried today on the basis of denuncia–
tibns by informers. Tomorrow it will be
my friends who will stand trial...But
what is really on trial here is one's
thoughts and the written word. One can
contend with the written word only in
equal measure, not with cudgels and
prison bars."

NEW YORK - Additional infor–
mation has reached the West on the
recent sentencing of Henrich Altunian,
an engineer and until recently, the last
unimprisoned member of the initiative
Group for Human Rights in the USSR,
reports the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad).
Mr. Altunian was arrested on De–
cember 16,1980. He was charged under
Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the
Ukrainian SSR for "anti-Soviet agita–
tion and propaganda" and sentei
the Kharkiv regional court to sevi
years' strict-regimen c a m p and five
years' exile.
Among the factors figuring in the
charges against Mr. Altunian were:
reference to the 1968 Soviet interven–
tion in Czecho-Slovakia as outright
'occupation'; c o n t e n t i o n s that real
socialism does not exist in the Soviet
Union, that constitutional-rights are not
acknowledged, and that healthy people
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USSR is "chronically ill,"
says former political prisoner
NEW YORK - The Soviet Union
"has long been chronically and incurably
ill," suffering from a series of internal
social, political and economic maladies
that could lead to its eventual collapse.
This bleak assessment was recently put
forth by Dmitry F. Mikheyev, a physicist and former Soviet political prisoner
now living in the West, in a lengthy
article which appeared in the May 1
issue of the National Review.
in his analysis of Soviet life, Mr.
Mikheyev found that a variety of social
ills — alcoholism, absenteeism, pro–
fiteering, and theft — are an ingrained
part of a bloated and lethargic cen–
tralized system incapable of meeting the
needs of its people.
Even among the more privileged
classes, such as lower echelon govern–
ment apparatchiks or party-line intel–
lectuals, there is general dissatisfaction,
according to the author, who adds that
"if anything can unify the Soviet people,
it is universal discontent."
Yet, the author is quick to point out,
this general restiveness is not necces–
sarily a manifestation of genuine anticommunism because, on a human level,
most people understand party loyalty
solely as a means of gaining some
material comforts.
Open anti-communism, Mr. Mik–
heyev wrote, does exist among certain
social elements and in several Soviet
republics.
A marked hatred toward the Com–
munists "is exactly the attitude of most
present and former prisoners. ..as well as
inhabitants of whole areas of the coun–
try (the Baltic Republics, western
Ukraine)."
Although Russification has seriously
weakened nationalistic tendencies in
many Soviet republics, Mr. Mikheyev
concludes that "only Western Ukraine
is strong enough to be able to defend its
independence."
However, the author went on to say
that nationalism among Soviet ethnic
minorities lacks the strength to instigate
serious social or political changes.

"Without discussing the circum–
stances in other republics," Mr. Mik–
heyev wrote, "1 will confidently assert
that nationalist forces are not strong
enough to break up the Soviet Union."
in Mr. Mikheyev's view, the impetus
for upheaval could come from dis–
gruntled workers in і major industrial
centers, or from a discontented privi–
leged class.
"Experience teaches that it is not the
most needy but the privileged — when
stripped of their privileges — who are
most likely to rebel," according to the
author. "Now, to really affect the
country, disturbances should occur at
major industrial centers, in other
words, they should take place either in
Moscow or in the Donbas coal basin,
and might be brought on by abrupt food
shortages."
Because strident security measures
and the scope of KGB infiltration in all
sectors of
Soviet life preclude the
"possibility of organizing or preparing a
serious uprising in advance," the
scenario of revolt, in Mr. Mikheyev's
estimation, would be a spontaneous
rebellion that could spread because, "in
unexpected crises the Soviet system
tends to vacillate."
Although Mr. Mikheyev feels that
such an anarchic rebellion would
ultimately be put down, he concludes
that it could force the Soviets, already
plagued by a badly sagging economy, to
implement some measure of economic
freedom, if only on the managerial level.
But, he believes, such small freedoms
will not really threaten the political
system. - - -1 ) -1'.'.', "j x) 'І '.'. щ -.: І ,
"By giving economic managers grea–
ter freedom, the party will be able to
regain control over illegal transactions
and to galvanize the economy of the
country - actually stregthening the
system at least in the short run."
The exiled physicist remains pessi–
mistic about the eventual collapse of the
Soviet system because of the govern–
ment's firm grip on all aspects of Soviet
life and the fact that it is "not averse to
using naked force" to quell any unrest.
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May - month of the WCFU
in accordance with a long-time tradition, we designate the month of May
the month of the World' Congress of Free Ukrainians, in order to focus the
attention of the Ukrainian community at large on the work undertaken by the
largest coordinating body of organized Ukrainian community life in the free
world.
The most significant undertaking of the WCFU during 1980-81 was
preparations for and participation in the Madrid Conference.
The Madrid Conference gave us the opportunity to work in concerted
effort and to expose the colonial nature of the Soviet Union which not only
enslaves our people in Ukraine but which poses a visible threat to all freedomloving nations of the world.
At the Madrid Conference we were able to act upon the mandate given us
by the members of the Ukrainian National Liberation Movement and we
were able to demonstrate the spiritual and political bond which exists
between us and the liberation movement in Ukraine.
We were able to show the resolve and ability of Ukrainians in the free world
to uphold the aspirations of the Ukrainian people for statehood, to free
themselves from the conglomerate known as the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics in order to be master of their own fate in a free Ukrainian nation.
We ask that these efforts be given full support by Ukrainian communities
throughout the free world during the month of May.
We call for a broad campaign, to be conducted under the slogan "For a
Christian Ukraine," toward:
r
1. The release of all our brothers and sisters, Ukrainian political prisoners,
especially of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group headed by Mykola Rudenko.
2. The restoration of rights to the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church, the Ukrainian Catholic Church and to the Evangelical-Baptist
Union they can resume their activity in Ukraine;
3. An end to Russification in Ukraine;
4. Ukraine's secession from the USSR under the supervision of the United
Nations.
Let us all, together with the leadership of the Ukrainian Churches and
national organizations' representatives, demonstrate our active support of
those principles which form the basis for the activity of the Presidium of the
Secretariat of the WCFU.
Let us prove that our community understands and supports, in word and in
deed, the actions of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians.
Presidium of WCFU Secretariat

Fedorenko wants to return to USSR
.WASHWdTON;– JFebdqr fed D renko, who was stripped of his citizenship by the Supreme Court last January
for failing to disclose his service as a
guard at a German concentration camp,
has applied for permission to live
permanently in the Soviet Union,
according to the May 2 issue of The
New York Times.
Mr. Fedorenko, 73, who was born in
Ukraine and entered the United States
in 1949 under the Displaced Persons

Act, now. faces deportation proceedings
which were scheduled to begin on May 4
in New Haven, Conn., before an admi–
nistrative judge of the immigration and
Naturalization Service.
According to the Times, Brian M.
Gildea, Mr.;Fedprenko's attorney,
planned to request a postponement of
the hearing until the Soviet Union
makes a decision on Mr. Fedorenko's
request for permanent resident status.
(Continued on page 13)

Kampelman: human rights — "indispensable partofour security"
Below is the text of Ambassador Max
Kampelman's address delivered at the
April 10 final plenary meeting of the
Madrid Confernce on Security and
Cooperation in Europe. The Madrid
Conference being held to review com–
pliance with the 1975 Helsinki Accords
was recessed for Easter on that day,
having failed to reach agreement on a
concluding document. Deliberations
are scheduled to resume on May 5. Mr.
Kampelman heads the U.S. delegation
at the conference.
We are now completing the 17th week
of our main meetings. These follow the
11 weeks of our preparatory meetings.
We began our proceedings in these halls
on September 9. Our work is still not
done. We will return on May 5 to
continue our negotiations.
During our preparatory meetings we
began diligently to explore one another's
attitudes and objectives. We agreed on
an agenda that has proven useful to us.
We strengthened the Helsinki process
by firmly incorporating the principle of
implementation review into our delibe–
rations.
During our main meetings we looked
critically into whether we are living up
to the commitments we made in the
Helsinki Final Act in 1975; and we then

member from the early post-war decades — proposals which, by their
purely propagandistic character, actually
widened the divisions between us and
set back the cause of peace and security.
We have heard echoes of such proposals
even in recent days. Let us remember
these errors of the past; let us not repeat
them now.
These considerations have convinced
my government that the French pro–
posal with its solid and sensible criteria,
supported by the majority of the delega–
tions represented here, is the basis upon
which to proceed to an effective con–
ference. We will continue to press for
those criteria in their entirety because
we believe they and the confidence and
security-building measures they antici–
pate are the only guidelines available to
us which offer the prospect of genuine
progress toward greater:security.
in that connection, it is now nearly
seven weeks since President Brezhnev
Let me reiterate that our delegation addressed this issue at the 26th congress
favors and we would agree to partici– of the Communist Party of the Soviet
pate in a conference to advance the Union. We had hoped that his words
military element of security. But a would prove to represent a significant
conference which is ill-conceived and act of statesmanship. But we have seen
ill-prepared would not advance secu– no proof of that here, as the Soviet
rity. Such a conference could not escape delegation has continued to insist on
the fate of those grandiose and hollow formulations, some specific and others
disarmament proposals which we re- obscure, which we cannot accept because

presented serious proposals in an agreed–
upon effort to move our process for–
ward. We have discussed those propo–
sals; we have been negotiating them;
and now we have come to grips with the
complicated problem of drafting.
The difficulty of drafting is apparent
to all of us. The task we have undertaken may be unattainable, but it is a
task we owe to 'ourselves and to our
citizens to pursue. The American dele–
gation is serious about that responsibi–
lity; we have worked and we will
continue to work; we have negotiated in
good faith and we will continue to do so
when we return in May.
Our purpose is to achieve security
and develop cooperation. For some
time now, longer than many of us had
anticipated, we have been emphasizing
the military aspects of that security in
our discussions, after having first
concentrated on the equally important
human aspect of our security.

they would weaken the very criteria
whiclr are essential for real security.
There is another element of real
security — the element of human rights.
As we take inventory of where we are,
we must again remind ourselves that the
issue of human rights and humanitarian
concerns is an indispensable part of our
security and of our search for peace.
in a conference of 35 nations, it is
natural that political systems should be
different from one another; and our
perceptions may be different as well.
But we all did agree in 1975 to commit
ourselves to the clear and unequivocal
language of Principle vil on human
rights and fundamental freedoms. The delegate of the Holy See, at our last meeting,
brought us face to face with the funda–
mentals of the issue as he referred to the
universality of human rights, encom–
passing the complete harmony of the
human person in a framework of free–
dom and social justice. He reminded us
that this is basic to the nature of man
and to his dignity, no matter where he or
she may live. He emphasized that this
understanding is indispensable if the
term "human rights" is to have any
meaning at all.
There can be no doubt that any
progress achieved in military security,
(Continued on page 16)
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Library of Congress guide
highlights special collections
WASHINGTON - Therichnessand includes a comprehensive name and
variety of the special collections of the subject index as well as an appendix
Library of Congress are detailed in a new listing the collections by the custodial
guide, Special Collections in the Li- division in the Library of Congress
bra ry of Congress, compiled by Annette where they can be found.
This publication, with 269 separate
Melville, under the direction of the
entries about special collections ranging
Collections Development Office.
Organized as a series of brief essays, it from the music manuscripts of Ameri–
describes special collections that have can composer Richard Rodgers to the
been'singled out by the library's re– treasures of incunabula acquired by
ference staff for their rarity or potential Otto vollbehr, makes it abundantly
interest to scholars and summarizes clear that some of the most prized
information from many sources on the research material in the Library of
history, content, scope, subject Congress can be found in its special
strengths and organization of these collections.
indeed, as John C. Broderic, assis–
groups of materials.
The guide also discusses special tant librarian for research services,
finding aids that have been developed points out in his foreword to the '
for the various collections, and it volume:
"Since the 19th century special collections have played an important role in
the library's development. Thomas
Jefferson's library, purchased by Con–
gress in 1815 and now housed in the
Rare Book and Special Collection
CH1CAGO - The Ukrainian Me– Division, made the library comprehen–
dical Association of North America is sive in most fields of learning. With the
holding its 19th general assembly and addition of the Peter Force Library in
scientific conference at the Continental 1867, it became a leading repository of
Plaza Hotel here on Thursday, July 2. Americana."
The conference will run through SunThe special collections selected for
day, July 5.
inclusion in this guide comprise the–
The program is as follows.
matically related groups of material
Thursday, July 2: 6-9 p.m., registra– maintained as separate units within the
tion.
general holdings of the Library of
Friday, July 3:8 a.m. - noon, registra– Congress. They were either acquired as
tion; 9 a.m. - noon, scientific session; a unit or specifically assembled by the
12:30-1:30 p.m., lunch; 2-5 p.m., regis– library. Special collections are usually
tration,. scientific session, 8 p.m., formed around a subject or a person,
alumni dinner.
such as aeronautics or Abraham Lin–
Saturday, July 4: 8 a.m. - noon, coln; the interests of a private collector,
registration; 9:30 - 10 a.m., official for example, the illustrated books and
opening of the general assembly; 10 manuscripts assembled by Lessing J.
a.m. - noon, general assembly; 12:30- Rosenwald; or the activities of an
1:30 p.m., lunch; 2-5 p.m., general as– organization such as the photographs
sembly: 7-8 p.m., cocktails; 8 p.m., produced by the Farm Security Addinner dance.
ministration.
Sunday, July 5: 10 a.m. - noon,
The guide represents the library's first
services in Ukrainian churches; 11 a.m. - attempt to describe such a large number
1 p.m., business meeting at the Ukrai– of its collections in one volume, its
nian institute of Modern Art; noon - 2 principal purpose is to help researchers
p.m., lunch at the Ukrainian institute of to find resources and materials in the
Modern Art.
library that might otherwise be overRegistration for the conference should looked, it covers special collections of
be sent to: Ukrainian Medical Associa– books and pamphlets as well as draw–
tion of North America, 2320 W. Chica– ings, films, manuscripts, maps, music,
go Ave., Chicago, ill. 60622. Airline and musical instruments, prints, photohotel reservations should be made graphs, sound recordings, videotapes
ahead of time due to the independence and other non-book materials. Excluded
Day holiday.
(Continued on page 12)

Medical association
plans conference

Begin construction at Babyn Yar park

On April 23, workers in Denver installed one of two 40-ton slabs of granite that will
form part of a special monument to the victims of the Babyn Yar massacre. The
monument, to be located in Babyn Yar Memorial Park, will honor the memory of
nearly 100,000 people, mostly Jews and Ukrainians, murdered by the Nazis in 1941
at Babyn Yar, a ravine on the outskirts of Kiev. The memorial park project is a joint
effort by Jewish and Ukrainian organizations in the Denver area.
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Statement and appeal
of the
UNA Supreme Auditing Committee
The Supreme Auditing Committee of the Ukrainian National Association,
composed of Bohdan Futey, ivan Hewrylc, John Teluk, the Rt. Rev.
Protopresbyter Stephen Bilak and Bohdan Hnatiuk, conducted its annual
review of the assets, bookkeeping and organizational status of the UNA,
Svoboda Press, Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation and the
Soyuzivka UNA resort on March 21-27.
The Supreme Auditing Committee concluded:
1. Assets of the UNA grew toa sum of 545,188,488 as of December 31,1980.
Dues collected from members fn 1980 totalled 52,942,404. The interest rate on
all investments of the UNA grew to 6 percent.
2. The 1980 organizing campaign brought in 2,239 members insured for a
total of 55,835,000, despite a lack of full-time organizers and the fact that a
marked number of UNA branches did not participate in this campaign.
3. The Recording Department handled the insuance of new certificates,
prepared reports and minutes, and provided an accounting of membership
promptly and correctly. The department corresponds with branch secretaries
and members, and replies to all written queries promptly and fully.
4. The editorial staffs of Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly have been
filled according to plan and operations have been normalized. The Svoboda
Press has a full complement of personnel and has bought the required
printing equipment, in order to make use of the technical potential of the
press, the number of outside printing jobs should be increased.
5. The Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation collected
51,718,248 in rent from tenants in the Ukrainian Building. The corporation
paid interest to the UNA in the sum of 5228,750, and interest on members'
promissory notes totalling 5386,087. As of December 31, 1980, loans from
UNA members via promissory notes totalled 53,862,200.
6. income of the Soyuzivka estate in 1980 came to 5521,431, while expenses
during the same period were 5525,193, thus yielding a loss of 53,762.
Therefore, the Supreme Executive Committee has already approved an
appropriate increase in Soyuzivka rates. During the period covered by the
report, Soyuzivka hosted conferences of Ukrainian organizations, camps for
children, Ukrainian studies courses, a Ukrainian dance workshop and tennis
camp. During the Labor Day weekend, Soyuzivka was the-site of the annual
tennis and swimming championships organized by the Association of
Ukrainian Sports Clubs in North-America. Over 250 athletes competed in the
events, in 1980 over 4,000 guests vacationed at Soyuzivka, which serves as a
Ukrainian cultural center featuring appearances of Ukrainian artists and
performers of all ages.
7. The Supreme Auditing Committee affirms that, during Supreme
President John Flis's illness and absence, the work of the Supreme Executive
Committee was conducted smoothly and correctly with the cooperation of
the president, who was party to all decisions of the Supreme Executive
Committee. The supreme president will soon return to full-time work at the
UNA main office.
Dedicated workers of the Ukrainian National Association: members of the
Supreme Assembly, members of district executive boards, secretaries and
branch officers, organizers, delegates to the 29th UNAConventionand UNA
members.
The Supreme Auditing Committee addresses this appeal to you.
in a brief 13 years we will mark the 100th anniversary of the UNA's
founding. During this period many institutions were founded, were active and
then ceased to exist.
The Ukrainian National Association, like a granite fortress, survived the
cataclysm of world wars and our internal crises. The Ukrainian National
Association always stood in the forefront of the defense of the rights of its
members, the Ukrainian community in the United States and Canada, and
the Ukrainian nation in its native land. The Ukrainian National Association
was able to successfully perform this role because it built up-;he Svoboda Press
and developed its potential. This year is the 88th anniversary of the UNA's
official organ, Svoboda, the 48th of The Ukrainian Weekly and the 28th of
the Yeselka children's magazine.
At the 30th Convention of the UNA, which will take place six years before
the historic 1,000th anniversary of the advent of Christianity in Ukraine, we
should make appropriate decisions to participate in the celebrations of this
event.
The Ukrainian National Association now finds itself in a pre-convention
year. The Supreme Auditing Committee calls on you, especially during this
year, to follow in the footsteps of our pioneers, who succeeded in building the
UNA and laying the foundation of this, the largest Ukrainian organization in
the United States and in the free world, to do all possible to make the preconvention organizing campaign a success so that the UNA's membership
ranks can grow.
The Ukrainian National Association faces great and important tasks!
Help the UNA in its important, difficult and essential service to the
Ukrainian community and the enslaved yet undefeated Ukrainian nation in
Ukraine!
Detailed reports of this year's audit, along with conclusions and
recommendations, will be presented by the Supreme Auditing Committee to
the Supreme Assembly at its annual meeting.
For the Supreme Auditing Committee:
ivan Hewryk
і
Rt. Rev. Protopresbyter Stephen Bilak
Bohdan Hnatiuk
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UNA district committee meets
New York

Elected for 1981 were the following
officers: Mr. Chomanzuk, chairman;
Mr. Saldan and Evstachia Milanytch,
vice chairmen; Michael Juzeniw, secre–
tary; Yaroslav Oberyshyn, assistant
secretary; William Chupa, treasurer,
Wolodymyr Lewenetz, Ukrainian press
chairman; Mary Dushnyck, English
press chairman; Mr. Choma and ivan
Pryhoda, organizing chairmen; Stepan
Chuma, Sophie Carpluk and Marion
Klymyshyn, program chairmen; Harry
Polche, plena Hentisz and Paul Shka–
farowsky, members at large; Roman
Krupka (chairman) Dr. Alexander
Sokolyszyn and ivan Yaremchuk, audit–
ing committee members.
„

Only at Soyuzivka
by Marts Korduba

The nominating committee consist–
ed of Messrs. Chuma, Obery–
shyn and Choma. During the meeting
presiding were Mr. Wynnyk, chairman;
(Continued on page 10)

Mykola Chomanczuk
NEW YORK - The annual meeting
of the UNA New York District Com–
mittee was held March 26 at the Ukrai–
nian National Home here with 40
branch representatives and supreme
officers present.
The chairman of the New York
District, Mykola Chomanczuk, who is
also a UNA advisor, welcomed the
gathering, including guests Bohdan
Futey, chairman, and John Hewryk,
vice chairman, respectively, of the UNA
Auditing Committee; vice President
Mary Dushnyck; Supreme Organizer
Wasyl Orichowsky; Supreme Advisor
Askold Lozynskyj; Dr. Jaroslaw
Padoch, Supreme Assembly honorary
member and former secretary; and
John Wynnyk, former UNA auditor.
Mr. Chomanczuk expressed regrets
that UNA President John Flis who
is also honorary chairman of the New
York District Committee, and Michael
Saldan, New York District Commit–
tee vice chairman, were unable to
attend because they were hospitalized.
A moment of silence was requested in
memory of the late Nadia Lytwynenko
secretary of Branch 4 5 7 . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Obituary

UNA Seniors
slate convention

Michael Semkiw, UNA activist
д ^ Ш О І "-'

Michael Semkiw
CH1CAGO - Michael Semkiw,
former secretary of UNA Branch 379
here, a member of the UNA Champions
Club for over 19 years, and a long-time
UNA activist, died here on May 3. He
was 86.

Soyuzivka employees of summers past.
ing up on sheets, linens and towers,
while most guests are' still in deep
slumber. For some, it means catching
a tan only after breakfast dishes are
cleared and before the luncheon
tables are set. Others give up the tan
for rehearsals: Soyuzivka's weekday
entertainment group consists of
employees who find themselves me–
morizing lines or repeating verses to
popular Ukrainian songs while mak–
ing beds, dusting or sweeping.
An exhilirating schedule, to be
sure, yet one which draws eager
employees summer after summer
with boomerang-like precision. Why
does such a large percentage of
Soyuzivka's staff return season after
season? Perhaps by the time another
summer rolls around, one's recollec–
tion of sore feet and painfully loud
alarm clocks is replaced by the
memories of Thursday night campfires and sing-a-longs, heart-to-heart
talks with friends one otherwise
might not have met, rooms cluttered
beyond the point of recognition with
aprons, embroidered shirts and
blouses, bathing suits and formal
wear.
Last season's photograph of em–
polyees is taken out and dusted. One
picks himself out of the crowd of 53,
criticizing his unsophisticated downright silly smile. A flood of memories
emerge: tightly fitting clothes due to
an abundance of one's favorite flavor
of ice cream and kovbasa sandwiches
devoured at midnight, letters from
home which were scanned en route to
the staffs quarters, an album of
photographs which implied that only
one set of clothing was worn the
entire summer (since most of the shots
were taken on the last day) ceaseless
complaining which had grown pro–
gressively rhetorical by summer's end
(i.e. the lack of playtime vs. worktime.), address books filled with
names of fellow workers and guests
you promisedto visit and write to...

'Will the lady with a braid step
l back a few inches — that's it. The
young gentleman in blue — move to
K E R H O N K S O N , N.Y. - The
the right just one bit. Good. O.K.
seventh convention of the Association
Now stand still, smile!" Click.
of UNA Seniors will take place June 14Thus, the image of 53 smiling,
19 at Soyuzivka, UNA's year-round
tanned faces are forever captured on
resort in the Catskill Mountains..
film. The smiles belong to Soyu–
The convention will include business
zivka's summer employees posing for
sessions and a banquet featuring enter–
the annual workers' photograph,
tainment. There will be a dance to the
marking the seemingly premature
tunes of the Hirniak Orchestra follow–
end of another summer season, it
ing the banquet. Also featured at the
seemed just like yesterday that this
convention will be a film about China.
group of students arrived at Soyu–
Reservations are being handled by the
zivka to be transformed into: wait–
management of Soyuzivka; a S10 deresses, chambermaids, receptionists,
posit is required. The five-day stay,
bartenders, cocktail waitresses — not
including meals, will cost S80 per
to mention members of the kitchen,
person.
entertainment, outdoor and snackWrite to: Soyuzivka, Ukrainian Na–
bar crews.
tional Association Estate, Kerhonkson,
Soyuzivka's employees have long
N.Y. 12446 or call: (914) 626-5641.
enjoyed the reputation of being the
Those who signed up for the conven–
most versatile and vivacious among
tion previously scheduled for May 17summer resort workers.
22 may still take part in June's conven–
visitors have marveled to find that
tion. Those who will not be attending
the waitress, who served them during
June's convention are asked to cancel
the day, entertained guests during the
their reservations.
evening program and danced with
renewed vim and vigor at a Zabava
that same night. Others have been
impressed by the seemingly insur–
mountable stamina of the employees:
The star dancer of last night's hopak,
(who also proved to be the most
Born in the village of Rakiv in the
voracious late-night customer at the
Dolyna region of Ukraine in 1893, Mr.
local pizza-diner) would be duti–
Semkiw emigrated to the United States
fully scrambling eggs the next morn–
when he was 19 and settled in Chicago, l ing for the breakfast menu.
where he became active in UNA and
No doubt, sentiments about the
Ukrainian community life.
Soyuzivka experience from the point
For over 38 years, he was financial l of view of the employee are as varied
secretary for UNA Branch 379, as well
as are the employees themselves. Few
as its treasurer and president for five
can deny, however, that the expe–
years.
rience is an unforgettable one. Many
,a veteran employee recalls being
During his lengthy tenure, Mr. Sem–
introduced
to Soyuzivka's rudimen–
kiw brought over 1,000 new members
tary working order by Mr. Kwas's
into the UNA and was inducted into the
famous annual preamble: a carefully
UNA Champions Club. He was a
orchestrated composition of advice,
delegate at the 29th UNA Convention
warnings and best wishes which
where he was a member of the creden–
managed to squelch notions of un–
tials committee.
orthodox behavior while welcoming
Mr. Semkiw is survived by son
employees to Soyuzivka. After this
William, who, as assistant branch
point, the summer would evolve into a
secretary, helped his father in his UNA
frantic struggle of squeezing as much
post; daughter Anne Demetro; grandfun into a duty-filled schedule as
daughter Mary Jane Bergman; and
possible.
great-grandaughters Nicole and ChrisWhat is a worker's life like for two
tine.
and one-half months at Soyuzivka?
For many, it means getting up to
A panakhyda was held on May 5 at
clean the swimming pool, patio and
the Muzyka Funeral Home and on May
walkways, making breakfast, bring–
6, following a funeral service at a local
ing the dining room to order, stock–
Ukrainian Catholic Church, Mr. Sem–
kiw was laid to rest at a local cemetery.

And so, the suitcase and dufflebag
are packed once again for another
summer season at Soyuzivka...
There's just no other place that fills
the summer months with as many
light-hearted moments, hard work
and treasured memories as Soyu–
zivka!
in two weeks: Part 4-the legendary І
hospodar, Walter Kwas.
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World Day of Prayer for vocations

Ukrainian Weel
On Mother's Day
Motherhood has never been easy. (Just ask this writer's mother).
From the very beginning, it has been a difficult job.
The moment a doctor slaps a baby's rear, bringing it wailing into the
world, the mother is charged with the enourmous responsibility of
mustering all her resources to guide it through childhood into
adulthood. ironically, her task is to guide her child — so dependent on
her love and care - toward independence, toward the point when it
must leave her side, though not her heart.
Along the way, she must straddle the fine line between love and
overprotectiveness, guidance and meddling, teaching and dictating,
discipline and laxity. She must share her child's triumphs without
upstaging, and share the pains of failure as she consoles and counsels.
Moreover, the roles of motherhood are not constant; the path of
motherhood runs full circle. At first, when the child is an infant, there
are the sleepless nights spent cajoling the baby to turn off its piercing
siren, the agony of teething pains (felt equally by the harried mother),
the alchemy of baby formulas and babyfoods, the triumphs of toilet
training and baby's first steps. With the toddling stage, there is the
constant scurrying to keep the ever-curious child from scampering into
any danger, a full-time job in itself. Then, there are baby's tamper
tantrums to endure.
After all this, with the baby just out of swaddling clothes (or so it
seems), the mother must brace herself for the often frustrating
challenge of enduring her child's adolescence, the awkward time
between childhood and maturity. Suddenly, there are new demands: a
higher allowance to compensate for inflation, car and dating
privileges, the right to challenge parental values and authority, it is a
time that would strain the patience of Job, the wisdom of Solomon,
but mother must weather the storm. And she does.
When the child leaves the home, the mother often finds herself in a
new position: the dreaded role of mother-in-law. Perhaps the most
misunderstood and oft-decried station in life, she must now temper the
love for her child, the impulse to offer advice and guidance, with the
knowledge that her child is no longer a child and must make it on its
own.
But when the mother becomes a grandmother, the road has run full
circle. The maternal instincts are rekindled, as she looks after her
grandchildren with the wisdom of experience, and the same tender
care that she gave her child.
So today. Mother's Day, we salute and honor our mothers, as they
honor their mothers, all the way down the line. We thank them for
their ordeals and triumphs in bringing us along, and we acknowledge
their love with ours. As the old Jewish saying goes, "God could not be
everywhere, and therefore he made mothers."

Pastoral message of the Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy in the United States on the
occasion of the 18th World Day of Prayer for vocations.
On Sunday, May 10, Mother's Day, the Catholic Church will celebrate the 18th
World Day of Prayer for vocations.
Our Lord Jesus Christ chose to entrust the task of evangelizing mankind to a
handful of men, lacking, in our eyes, in both number and quality. He bade this
"little flock" not to lose heart (Lk. 12:32), for, with His contant assistance (Mt.
28:20), they would overcome the world (Jn. 16:33).
The harvest of God's kingdom is great, but, as in the beginning, the laborers are
scarce. Actually, they were never as numerous as human standards would judge
adequate. Christ reminds us of this when he bids us to beg the Lord of the harvest to
send out laborers to gather His harvest (Mt. 9:37-38).
These words apply today as much as they did in our Lord's time, in our dioceses
in the United States, where the need for sufficient priests is felt so acutely, we affirm
with sorrow and fear the truth of these words of Jesus Christ: "Thefieldsare shining
for harvest!" (Jn-4:35). The post-war immigration doubled the number of
Ukrainian Catholics in America. Granted, new parishes have been established and
imposing churches have been erected to serve the needs of our faithful, but, alas,
there are not enough priests to serve in these churches. Some 70 percent of our
priests are past age 70. The new priests ordained annually are too few to fill the
parishes vacated by those who die. Seeing this, we fearfully ask, if the present trend
is not reversed, what will become of our Ukrainian Catholic Church, not only here
in America, but also in other countries where Ukrainians have settled.
it is not because our bishops and priests have not prayed and labored for
vocations: they have preached in churches; they have personally encouraged young
people to enter the ranks of the clergy and the sisterhood; they have printed
literature promoting vocations; they "have sent priests to parishes to seek out
promising candidates; they have increased their subsidy of the seminaries so that
they now stand second to no other. Despite this, very few of our young people have
heeded the call of Christ. Granted, every young man or woman is not called, but we
know that there is a sufficient number called in every generation to answer the needs
of the Church. Why should it be otherwise for our Ukrainian Church? Why is it that
outjoung people choose to serve "other gods," enrolling in academic areas which
will guarantee them an easy, prosperous life, replete with all the "good things" the
world offers. But that which our people most need, a dedicated and holy clergy they forget about completely.
O, surely, we hear from people everywhere — even from these same young boys
and girls of whom we speak — of the need for priests, and not just any kind, but
patriotic priests who speak Ukrainian fluently; who have vast theological
knowledge; stupendous organizational talents; who are eloquent preachers; priests
who know how to reach equally well all strata of society: the children as well as the
elderly, the wealthy as well as those on welfare. But these same people, who are fully ,
cognizant of this need, encourage their own children to become doctors, lawyers,
engineers, professors, anything and everything, but — most emphatically — not a
priest, religious or sister. Why? Their reasons are varied and many, but most
frequently heard is that the priesthood is a poorly compensated profession. They
forget about the words of Our Lord: "Do not gather up for yourselves treasures
here on earth, where moth and rust consumes, and thieves break in and steal. But
gather up for yourselves in heaven where neither moth and rust consume, nor
thieves break in and steal. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also"
(Mt. 6, 19ff).
if,despite the efforts of our bishops and the work of the parish priests, campaigns
for vocations have not had great success, the solution must lie elsewhere. Perhaps it
is because although we heard the words of our Savior, we did not heed them. Listen
to them again: "Pray the Lord of the harvest, that He send laborers into the
harvest!"
it would seem that we have relied too much on human endeavors, forgetting that
in the matter of vocations, it is the Lord Himself who. has the final word. Thus, it is
not surprising that Jesus Christ did not tell his disciples to work for vocations, but
rather told them to pray for vocations.
vocation means renunciation; it means sacrifice; it means preferring inner peace
to external self-indulgence; it means choosing an austere course seeking constant
perfection instead of the complacency of a comfortable and meaningless
mediocrity; it means the capacity to heed the imploring voices of souls in need, of
those who suffer, who can find no peace, no rest, who look for guidance and thirst
for love, and to ignore the flattering, seductive voices of pleasure and selfishness; it
means to understand the hard but glorious mission of the Church, needed now,
more than ever, to teach man his true nature, his role on earth, his end and his fate;
it means to be young, no matter one's age; to have a clear eye arid a big heart — in
other words, it means an imitation of Christ. No other prosprect of life offers an
ideal more true, more generous, more human, more holy than the humble and
faithful vocation to the priesthood of Christ. (Pope Paul vi, address on seminaries
and vocations.)
The mystery of vocations pertains solely to God, and we cannot have any doubt
at all that God will provide for the good of His Church, for He promised His
presence and assistance until the end of time. The cause of the present situation of
vocations in the world lies, dear parents, in ourselves, in ourselves, not in our young.
Their generosity is no less today than before. We have faith in them. They are open
to great ideals; they are hungry for the genuine and abhor the false; and they are
ready to give unstintingly of themselves for their fellow man.
There are numberous youthful souls who are capable of responding with
greatness of soul to a call from God. The very quality of the young men who are
being ordained in the Church today is good reason for our hope, in his 18th World
Day.of Prayer message. Pope John Paul H writes"May each local church hear in
these words of mine a fresh invitation from Christ to pray the Lord of the harvest 'to
send our laborers into His harvest' (Mt. 9:38; Lk. 10:2). And so, dear brothers and
sons and daughters, let us join in a prayer as wide as the world, as strong as our
faith, as persevering as the love that the Holy Spirit has poured out into our hearts.
" Let us praise the Lord, who has enriched His Church with the gift of the
priesthood, with the many different forms of consecrated life and with numberless
(Continued on psge 15)
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The radio war
by Rep. Edward J. Derwinski
The article below by Rep. Edward J.
Derwinski (R-Ш.) was originally pub–
lished in the Marchj April issue of the
Journal of Electronic Defense. Rep.
Derwinski wasfirst elected to the House
of Representatives in November 1958
and has served as a congressman ever
since.
Unbeknown to most Americans, we
are involved in an international radio
war. it is a struggle of the truth of a free
society against totalitarian propaganda
broadcasts on the international airways.
A large part of the threat posed to the
United States by the increasing power
and contentiousness of the Soviet
Union lies in the area of political and
propaganda activity. Mass communica–
tion is used by the Soviets to indoctri–
nate, mislead and confuse people
throughout the world; the influence and
strategic position of the United States
are weakened in the process.
in addition, 330 million persons are
subjected to Communist regimes in
Eastern Europe and the USSR, inno–
cent victims of a rigid system of infor–
mation control. The totalitarian gov–
ernments of these countries methodi–
cally seal off at their borders all but
"licensed" communication to deny
their people access to unofficial sources
of fact and opinion, international
broadcasting, therefore, is a major
vehicle to reach the captive people of the
USSR and the satellite nations of
Eastern Europe.
Unfortunately, in the past few years,
the effectiveness of U.S. broadcasting to
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
has been systematically reduced, pri–
marily due to inadequate budgets. The
Soviets have achieved great success in
rendering many American broadcasts
into their own territory inaudible, or
nearly so, through a determined jam–
ming effort. The СІА estimates that the
Soviet Union spends S300 million a year
on jamming, four times what the United
States spends on the programming
itself. The truth as broadcast by the
United States has become less audible
and less competitive with Soviet lies, in
this battle of truth against falsehood, we
risk defeat largely due to our own
ineffectiveness.
U.S. government international broadcasting is conducted by the voice of
America (vOA), part of the interna–
tional Communication Agency (ІСА),
and Radio Free Europe (RFE) to
Eastern Europe, and Radio Liberty
(RL) to the Soviet Union, supervised by
the Board for international Broadcasting
(ВІВ). vOA disseminates U.S. and
world news internationally, including to
the Soviet bloc, whereas RFE and RL
are in effect surrogate internal news
services. They serve as free versions of
national news services of the countries
concerned. The Lithuanian, Latvian,
Estonian, Polish or Ukrainian-lan–
guage service of these radios, for example, operates as if it were the un–
fettered radio news bureau in the
country where that language is used.
Maintenance of viable radio transmissions, however, requires a large
number of qualified language special–
ists, engineers, technicians, cultural
reporters, editors and news contacts.
Yet RFE) RL has been forced to reduce
its staff by almost 40 percent in the past
seven years at the same time its basic
broadcasting commitment of 1,000
hours a week remained unchanged.
Funding for the radios has never match–
ed their most basic needs. During fiscal

year 1980, for example, RFEy RL was
forced to borrow DM 6 million from the
West Germans for current expenses.
The number and strength of our trans–
mitters are inadequate, but instead of
expanding and improving our overseas
broadcasting, we have permitted it to
decline.
vOA transmitters, and even more so,
those of RFE^RL, are considerably
overloaded. Almost every new pro–
gramming demand requires a corres–
ponding reduction in present program–
ming. Moreover, new programming
beamed to' Afghanistan cannot be heard
in most of that country because vOA
transmitters are not located where they
can reach beyond its western border^
areas. We should not eliminate audible
broadcasts to iran to create the illusion
that we are making the effort to broadcast to Afghanistan.
Furthermore, Communist jamming
creates serio,us problems. The standards
of reception for RFEy RL transmitters,
as defined by the president's report of
1977, are set at 2.5 millivolts per meter
on four frequencies (in a jammed
environment), in practice, existing
transmitters broadcasting to East Eu–
rope provide the minimum signal
strength only at the center of their
service areas, much of their effective–
ness being lost to listeners on the
periphery of the signal range. Moreover, audience level in the entire USSR
remains a mere 4 percent or 5.5 percent
of the population west of the Ural
Mountains.
The administration, in its report to
Congress on March 22, 1977, set forth
technical standards providing for an
eightfold increase of transmitters resources when a radio signal is jammed.
RL has never been able to meet, this
standard, nor can УОА, anytime that
the Soviets resort to jamming of its
broadcasts. Unfortunately, the 23
RFE;RL transmitters that the Con–
gress authorized in 1976 will not make
up even half the transmitter shortage.
United States shortcomings in the
radio war must be contrasted to consis–
tent expansion of Soviet radio, now the
(Continued on page 11)
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Book notes

Book features contemporary Ukrainian art
MUN1CH - A "Catalogue of Contemporary Art From Ukraine" which
was published here in December 1980
by the Munich-Paris based committee
of traveling exhibits is now available to
the general public.
Represented in the catalogue is a
selected group of young Ukrainian
painters, sculptors and printmakers
from various cities throughout Ukraine.
The majority of the artists received their
training at the Kiev State Art institute
and the Odessa Art School, two of the
major art institutions in Ukraine.
The introduction to the catalogue, by .
Myroslava Moudrak, focuses on the
Ukrainian artists in the context of
unofficial art in the Soviet Union today.
Given the gradual influx of Soviet
non-conformist art to Europe and the
United States, the catalogue was con–
ceived to give the Western viewer a
more complete picture of the artistic
occurrences in the non-Russian republics of the Soviet Union, i.e. to make
the Western viewer aware that there are
"other art centers existing in the Soviet

Cover of catalogue of Ukrainian
contemporary art. Feodosi Humeniuk's
"A Ukrainian Family," (oil, 1975).
Union outside of Moscow and Lenin–
grad, centers such as Tallinn in Estonia,
(Continued on page 13)

Publication focuses on Kandyba
authorities was recenly published in
book form in West Germany by the
Munich-based Ukrainisches institute
fur Bildungspolitik.
Published under the title "Russian
Unlawfulness in Ukraine: The Life of a
Martyr," Mr. Kandyba's statement was
translated by Zena Matla-Rychtycky,
and is 40-pages long.
in the statement, which was sent to
the chairman of the presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR, Mr.
Kandyba recounts his treatment at the
hands of the Soviet legal system beginn–
ing with his conviction on treason
charges in 1961 for openly advocating
f і the secession of Ukraine from the Soviet
Щ Union.
Using the Soviet Constitution and
several international agreements as a
juridical base, Mr. Kandyba asserts
ivan Kandyba
that, from a strictly legal standpoint, he
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - A lengthy was innocent of treason as it is
1979 statement by Ukrainian Helsinki defined in the Soviet Constitution.
Group founder ivan Kandyba detailing
(Continued on page 11)
illegalities in his prosecution by Soviet

Freshman congressman Plyushch book published in Ukrainian
calls for expansion
MUN1CH - Suchasnist and Prolog
have announced the publica–
of broadcast capabilities publishers
tion of Leonid Plyushch's book "His–
NEW YORK - Rep. John Le–
Boutillier (R-N.Y.), writing in the April
12 issue of The New York Times, called
on President Ronald Reagan to expand
U.S. foreign broadcast capabilities to
reach Soviet Asia, and to perfect the
satellite transmission techniques needed
to reach the entire Soviet population.
The Long island congressman, the
youngest in the House, asked the
president to subtract the cost of one tank
from his defense budget and use the
money to bolster America's interna–
tional broadcasting.
A new communication satellite to
broadcast directly into the Soviet Union
could be built for the cost of four fighter
jets, he went on, adding that the Soviet
Union spends three times more money
on jamming Western broadcasts than
the United States spends on transmitt–
ing them.
The U.S. strength in the use of
modern media techniques should be
utilized, he continued, as a tool of our
defense and foreign policy.

tory's Carnival: A Dissident's Autobio–
graphy" in Ukrainian, edited, translated
and with an introduction by Marco
Carynnyk. Cover design is by Liuboslav
Hutsaliuk.
"History's Carnival" was first pub–
lished in France in 1977 by Editions du
Seuil. it came out in English in 1979asa
publication of Harcourt Brace Jovano–
vich inc., New York and London with
translation by Mr. Carynnyk. The book
was reviewed that year in The New York
Times and in the international edition
of Newsweek.
"History's Carnival" is: "an autobio–
graphical account of a man who en–
dured four years of experiments at the
hands of KGB 'psychiatrists' "; "an
account of the disillusionment and the
subsequent coming to grips with Soviet
reality..."; "the book traces thedevelop–
ment undergone by a young idealist, a
scientist who is confronted with institu–
tionalized violence of the Communist
apparatus..."; "an account of a cos–
(Continued an page 12)

Leonid Plyushch
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lvan Kedryn-Rudnytsky honored on 85th birthday
NEW YORK - Some 130 persons
gathered here at the Ukrainian National
Home on Sunday, May 3, to honor their
colleague and friend. lvan KedrynRudnytsky, noted Ukrainian journalist
and author, on the occasion of his 85th
birthday.
The testimonial banquet was organ–
ized jointly by the Shevchenko Scienti–
fic Society, the Ukrainian Journalists'
Association of America and the Lite–
rary-Arts Club of New York.
After the honoree and his wife Maria
were ceremoniously led into the ban–
quet hall and greeted with a round of
applause, the banquet was opened with
a welcoming address by Stepan Kry–
zaniwsky of the Literary-Arts Club,
who served as emcee for the evening.
Seated on the dais were: the Rev.
Sebastian Shewchuk of St. George
Ukrainian Catholic Church; the Rev.
Meletius Wojnar and Dr. Yuriy Staro–
solsky, members of the Shevchenko
Scientific Society board; Dr. Mary
Beck, president of the Council of
Friends of the Government Center of
the Ukrainian National Republic-in–
Exile; Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch, president
of the Shevchenko Scientific Society;
Anthony Dragan, editor emeritus of
Svoboda; lvan Smoliy, editor of Na–
rodna Уоіуа; Olha Kuzmowycz, presi–
dent of the journalists' association; Dr.
Wasyl Lencyk, general secretary of the
Shevchenko Scientific Society; and

Dragan. He noted that in his journa–
listic career, Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky
had always abided by the journalist's
code of ethics, and he cited his many
contributions to Ukrainian political
thought.
Before the guests partook of the
dinner, the Rev. Shewchuk recited a
prayer and intoned "Khrystos Уоskres."
Afterwards, the clergyman spoke
briefly, delivering congratulations to
Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky on behalf of the
Rev. Dr. volodymyr Gavlich.
The emcee then took over the program once again and read the written
greetings received, including those of
Archbishop-Metropolitan Stephen
Sulyk, Bishop Basil Losten, some 30
organizations and many from indivi–
duals.
During the dinner. Mr. Kryzaniwsky
also read a feuilleton by the famous
humorist Hryts Zozulia.
The honoree was later pleasantly
surprised when Mrs. Kuzmowycz car–
ried in a birthday cake decorated with
85 candles. As the guests sang "Mho–
naya Lita," Mr. Kedryn succeeded in
blowing out all the candles.
Congratulations and greetings were
then delivered by representatives of
some 20 organizations, among them the
Svoboda Ukrainian daily, with Zenon
Snylyk, editor-in-chief, doing the ho–

Roma Sochan Hadzewyu

lvan Kedryn-Rudnytsky (seated, center) is seen above during a testimonial banquet
held in his honor with his wife Maria (seated, left) and the three main speakers at the
event, Dr. Mary Beck (seated,right),Anthony Dragon and Dr. Yuriy Starosolsky
(standing, from left).

Three Svoboda authors feted
Mrs. Kolerisky's new book, "Mir–
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Three Ukrai–
nian authors — Luke Luciw, Lubov rors," is a collection of 16 short stories.
Kolensky and Wolodymyr Barahura — An editor of Svoboda for the past 10
were the guests at a special May 1 years, Mrs. Kolensky was presented a
luncheon held at the UNA offices to literary award named for Mykhailo
mark the publication of their latest Ostroverkha last month for her story,
works by the Svoboda Press. The "Between Two - Mothers." The cover
luncheon, which was emceed by An– design for the 220-page book was done
thony Dragan, editor emeritus of by Liuboslav Hutsaliuk.Mrs. Kolensky
Svoboda, was attended by UNA execu– is the author of two other collections.
Her new book is due to be released
tives and staff.
Mr. Luciw, 85, a well-known literary sometime in August.
Also feted at the luncheon was Mr.
critic and former editor of Svoboda, is
the author of "Literature and Life," a Barahura, editor of the children's
just-released collection of literary magazine veselka for the last 27 years,
criticism, reviews and commentary. The whose new book, "The Cranberry Tree
480-page book covers the years 1925-75, Bridge," is a collection of reminiscences
and includes articles which have ap– and tales form the author's boyhood
peared previously in literary perio– and adolescence in Ukraine. The title of
the book derives from a mythical bridge
dicals in Ukraine and the West.
Mr. Luciw discusses the works of which was believed to connect the living
such authors as Taras Shevchenko, world with eternity, the realm of man
lvan Franko, Olha Kobyliansky, Boh– with the realm of God, heaven and
dan Lepky, vasyl Stefanyk, Уоіоа”утут earth.
The cover design and illustrations for
vynnychenko, vasyl Pachovsky, Mar–
kian Shashkevych, Tymotey Borduliak, each story were done by Zenowij Ony–
lvan Bahriany, Oleksander Korniy– shkewych. The book is scheduled for
chuk, Oles Honchar and volodymyr commercial release by the end of the
year.
Sosiura.

Authors Lubov Kolensky, Luke Luciw and Wolodymyr Barahura.

Olha Kuzmowycz, president of the Ukrainian Journalists'Association of America,
holds a birthday cake while the honoree succeeds in blowing out all 85 candles.
Looking on (from left) are Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch and the Rev. Sebastian Shewchuk.
Prof. Petro Rudnytsky of Columbia
University, a relative of the honoree.
Among the representatives of various
organizations present at the testimonial
were: UNA Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan and his wife Neonila, and
Supreme Treasurer Ulana Diachuk and
her husband Wolodymyr. Svoboda
editors and many other UNA activists
also attended.
The first of the three principal speak–
ers to address the banquet participants
was Dr. Starosolsky, who spoke of Mr.
Kedryn-Rudnytsky as a master of the
word, a journalist and a community^
activist who was always close to the
events about which he wrote.
Dr. Beck, in turn, pointed to the
honoree as a journalist, political expert
and publicist, whose works captured the
hearts and minds of readers and made
him one of the most widely read and
popular Ukrainian writers. She pre–
sented a "tree of life" to Mr. KedrynRudnytsky on behalf of her brother
lvan and herself.
Dr. Beck also presented a caricatureportrait painted by Eko, Edward Ko–
zak, of Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky. This
gift was from the Council of Friends of
the Government Center of the Ukrai–
nian National Republic-in-Exile.
The third main speaker was Mr.

The final address was by the honoree
himself. Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky spoke
about his activity with the Shevchenko
Scientific Society and his work on the
editorial board of the Dilo daily newspaper in Lviv, Ukraine, He offered some
observations on the state of the today's
Ukrainian press in the free world and on
the qualities a good journalist should
possess.
Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky also took
advantage of the opportunity to an–
nounce that he was donating his per–
sonal library of 1,000 books and his
collection of 60 paintings to the Shev–
chenko Scientific Society.
He went on to note that he plans to
publish a collection of his articles and
promised that "as long as 1 am clear of
mind. 1 will not give up my journalistic
work."
in conclusion, he thanked the or–
ganizers of the event and the guests who
had come to honor him.
The banquet was concluded with a
benediction delivered by the Rev.
Wojnar. Many guests remained, how–
ever, to oiler their personal best wishes
to Mr. Kedryn-Rudnytsky, whom Mr.
Kryzaniwsky had called "a journalist
par excellence."
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
bv Helen Perozak Smindak
Broadway has many traditions, and
one of them is that only one show opens
on any given night. Producers register
their opening dates with the League of
New York Theaters and Producers, the
Broadway theaters' trade association, in
order to avoid a conflict.
Etiquette like this would be beneficial
to the Ukrainian community, averting a
conflict of important happenings such
as that which occurred last weekend.
While a good many Ukrainians from
the Big Apple joined several thousands
of their compatriots from communities
in New York and neighboring states at
the traditional Providna Nedilia obser–
vances held during the morning and
afternoon at St. Andrew's Ukrainian
Orthodox Cemetery in Bound Brook,
N.J., an exciting group of folk dancers,
singers and musicians came in by bus
from Montreal to present a concert at
the High School of Fashion industries.
The performers, playing to a house only
two-thirds full, absented themseleves
from parish dinners and cemetery visits
back home to take part in the concert.
Traditionally, the first Sunday which
follows Easter is set aside in Ukrainian
communities for the commemoration of

the dead. People gather in cemeteries
for graveside memorial services, then sit
down beside the graves of relatives to
partake of a "tryzna" (a feast comme–
morating the dead), which includes
Easter foods and colored eggs, it is a
time of acceptance, of positive interaction, of a strong feeling of community
belonging, it is also a happy occasion as
families assemble and old friends are
reunited.
it's rather surprising, then, that the
producers of the concert should have
chosen Providna Nedilia as the day for
some 150 young and bright-eyed Ukrai–
nian Canadians to put on a show in New
York. Both sides lost on the deal - a
good many New Yorkers missed a great
performance, and the visiting Cana–
dians missed the thrill of wowing an
SRO audience in the Big Apple.
The performers included two SUM
ensembles — the mixed Boyan Chorus,
under the direction of Rostyslav Kulish,
which opened the program with Ko–
shets's "Yedyn Sviat" and the classic
"Reve ta Stohne"and later moved on to
dance-tempo arrangements of Ukrai–
nian folk songs, and the Trembita
Orchestra, conducted by George Kuly–

George de la Pens in the American Ballet Theatre's presentation of "Afternoon of a
Faun."
cky, playing marching music from Show business
Kozak, Sichovi Striltsi and insurgent
Army (UPA) repertoires.
Back to Broadway, let me give you an
Solo performers were pianist Ma– update on how Ukrainians stand in the
riyka Dolnycky, the accompanist for world of show business.
ь Dancer Karen Prunczik completed
the Boyan Chorus, who gave a very
competent keyboard performance of 280 performances before SRO audiences
Beethoven, Kosenko and Liszt corn- in "42nd Street" as of the April 26
positions, and mezzo-soprano Marika weekend. There may be more news in
Czolij, a former member of the Quebec the near future; a publicity official for
Opera Company and director of two the hit musical recently suggested 1 call
parish choirs in Montreal, whose offer– back again "after the Tony Awards
ings included her own musical arrange– presentation."
ment of a poem by Sviatoslav Karavan–
" The musical parody "A Day in
sky. Ms. Czolij was accompanied at the Hollywood, A Night in the Ukraine"
paino by Wasyl Woloszczuk.
chalked up 418 performances as of May
І (its first anniversay) and is still going
The biggest hit of the show was the strong, it has moved from the Golden to
guest ensemble, the Marunchak Ukrai– the Royale Theater, and Celia Tacka–
nian Dancers, with their director Peter berry has taken on the role of Mrs.
Marunchak (some 40-plus years in age) Pawlenko, formerly flayed by Mar–
dancing as energetically as other mem– garet Dumont. Though the musical
bers of his group to the music of the itself has little relation to Ukraine, the
Kashtan Orchestra. The audience went constant appearance of the musical's
wild over the colorful "Hutsulske Selo" title in newspaper, outdoor and bus
number, choreographed by Mr. Marun– advertising and its mention on radio is
chak, with its rapid twirls and circling keeping the word "Ukraine" in sight and
movements reflecting Hutsul village on the air. Any ideas on how to take
festivities. (The Hopak Suite in the advantage of the musical's title to
second half of the program must have publicize Ukrainian arts, foods, dreams?
been sensational, but 1 can only guess at The Barnard-Columbia Ukrainian Stu–
that since 1 left at intermission time to dents' Club parodied the title for its
go downtown to look in on the banquet Ukrainian evenings in recent months,
honoring a friend and colleague, ivan but there must be more ways to employ
Kedryn Rudnytsky.)
the title for our benefit. Perhaps a
Mr. Marunchak's dancers, a truly restaurant called "A Night in Ukraine?"
outstanding group with crisp footwork, Or a gala "Night in Ukraine" festival at
precise turns and dramatic leaps, would Carnegie Hall?
be a hit in Carnegie Hall or Radio City
" "Fools," a Neil Simon play which
Music Hall, indeed, the entire Montreal opened at the Eugene O"Neil Theater on
group, with its vivid costumes and April 6, seemed to be making fools of
youthful zest — not to mention the j Ukrainians. The official press release on
dramatic impact of a choir director who the play described it as a "comic fable,
could pass for a young Kozak — would concerning a young school teacher who
be a success at any major concert hall in accepts the position of school master in
New York. Some changes in the staging, a remote village in Ukraine. When he
a few cuts here and there, a bit of arrives, he discovers the inhabitants are
polishing up, and the company could unteachable because of a curse put on '
make concert appearances almost any– village 200 years ago that has rendered
where.
every man, woman, child and domesti–
cated animal completely and irrevo–
Larysa Martyniuk is a young artist presently residing in Woodbridge, Conn. Her artwork has A final note: programs printed in
cably stupid." The critics (some of who
recently been shown at Penryn Gallery in Seattle, Wash., and the Beth El Temple juried Ukrainian are fine for Ukrainian au–
exhibit in West Hartford, Conn. Her canvases can now be viewed at the Keane Mason Gallery.
diences. but of no use to non-Ukrainian- referred to the village as Russian) said
50 W. 57th St., New York.
speaking concert-goers. And for re- the play was "simply terrible" (dive
Barnes, New York Post, April 7)
in June, two of the artist's large landscapes will be included in the annual Soundview porters and editors who require the
Juried Exhibit, New Haven, Conn., and in October the artist is scheduled lor a one-woman show
English spelling of performers' names, that "nothing can salvage this sh' (T.E.
Kalem,Tim"e Magazine, April 20).
at Albertus Magnus College, New Haven, Conn.
Ukrainian programs are exasperating
Ms. Matyniuk holds a master's degree in fine arts from Montclair State College in New - should they use one or another They were right. The play closed last
system of transliteration, or should they night. However, if 20th Century-Fox
Jersey.
(Continued on pigt 12)
simply guess at the spelling?
Above is one of Ms. Martymuk's works "Bone" (acrylic).
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, May i t
e The Princeton Madrigal Society,
under the direction of Laura Lane, is
presenting the works of Josquin,
Palestri na and others at a mass in St.
Patrick's Cathedral in New York
today at 5:30 p.m. (They recently
performed in Washington, and at
Harvard and Yale universities.)
Singing the bass part with the group
will be Oleh Sochan, now in his fifth
year with the 16-member choir. Mr.
Sochan is a member of UNA Branch
287.
"– The Sisters of St. Basil the Great
extend an ivitation to all clergy,
parishioners, schools, organizations
and faithful to participate in the"
annual Mother's Day Pilgrimage to
be held today on the grounds of the
Motherhouse in Fox Chase Manor,
Philadelphia, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The prayers of the day will be
directed toward the twofold theme
of: the year of the handicapped and,
vocations to the priestly and religious
life. Archbishop-Metropolitan
Stephen Sulyk will officiate at the
pontifical divine liturgy at 11 a.m.
Tuesday, May 12
^ Student of the classical guitar,
Anton Pavlovsky will hold his debut
recital at Carnegie Hall, 154 W. 57th
St., New York, at 8 p.m.
Thursday, May 14
" Reception at the exhibition of
works by Larysa Martyniuk of
Woodbridge, Conn., at the Keane
Mason Gallery, 50 W. 57th St., (third
floor), New York to be held at
5:30 - 7 p.m. The exhibit opened May
5 and will run through May 29.
Saturday, May 16
" A spring dance, sponsored by
UNA Branch 34 of Richmond, va.,
will be held in the church hall of Our
Lady of Lourdes, 8200 Woodman
Road, Richmond. Featured will be
the Namysto ensemble and the W.
Oseredchuk orchestra. Cocktails - 7
p.m.; musical performance — 7:45 8:30 p.m.; dance - 8:30 p.m. -12:30
a.m. For reservations call (804) 2323381.
e The Ukrainian National Home
in irvington, N.J. (140 Prospect
Ave.) is holding a spring dance at
8:30 p.m. Music will be provided by
vodohray. Tickets: 55. For table
reservations call (201) 375-0156.
" A literary evening marking the
appearance of the second volume of
works by Mykola Khvylovy will be
held at the Ukrainian institute of
Modern Art, 2318 W. Chicago Ave.,
C h i c a g o at 7 p . m . u n d e r the
sponsorship of the Slovo Association
of Ukrainian Writers and Smoloskyp
Publishers. The program will feature
addresses by R. Forovych and Osyp
Zinkevych, Smoloskyp representa–
tives, and by Prof. Bohdan Rubchak;
readings of Khvylovy's works by

Marta Karosowsky; and musical
performance by violinist Eugene
Gratovich. Refreshments will be
served after the program.
e The Ukrainian Educational and
Cultural Center near Philadelphia is
holding a forum 1 open discussion on
the topic of "Contemporary Church
Architecture and the State of Our
Culture." The forum will be opened
by artist "provocateur" Marko
Zubar at 8 p.m. sharp with a
presentation of slides. Co-sponsors
of the evening are the Philadelphia
branch of the Ukrainian Engineers
Society and the Ukrainian Medical
Association of North America. The
center is located at 700 Cedar Road,
Abington, Pa. Free admission for
students.
Sunday, May 17
" Opening of exhibit of paintings
by Mykhailo Moroz at the Ukrainian
institute of America, 79th Street and
Fifth Avenue, New York. Taking
part in the opening will be: ivan
Kedryn-Rudnytsky, Prof. Yaroslav
Leshko; Rose Smerechynska-Szul,
with a musical performance by
violinist Roksolana Sawka and
pianist ireneus Zuk. The paintings
will be on exhibit Tuesday, May 19,
and Sunday, May 24. Exhibit hours:
2-6 p.m.; Saturday, noon - 6 p.m.
" "Ukraine — in Song And
Dance," will be presented at 3 p.m. at
Auburn High School, Lake Avenue,
Auburn, N.Y., by the Уоіуа Dance
Ensemble of Auburn, under the
direction of Jaroslaw Petryk of
Rochester. Also participating will be
the Cheremosh Dancers of Roches–
ter. This performance is opened to
the p u b l i c . D o n a t i o n — S2.
" A literary afternoon on the
occasion of the appearance of the
second volume of works by Mykola
Khvylovy will be held at the
Ukrainian American Center in
Detroit at 3 p.m. The program will
feature addresses by M. Smyk, Osyp
Zinkevych and O. Zozulia and a
reading of Khvylovy's works by
Marta Harasowsky.
Saturday, May 23
" The 24th volleyball tournament
of the Association of Ukrainian
Sports Clubs in North America
(USCAK) will be held in Newark,
N.J. Hosting the tourney will be
Chornomorska Sich of Newark.
A D V A N C E NOT1CE:
" The "Lisovi Chorty" Plast unit is
organizing a hiking camp in the
Great Smokey Mountains National
Park, Tennessee, on August 14-21.
The program will offer hiking,
survival techniques, cartography and
ecology. Price: Si25, includes travel
costs from Washington or Chicago.
For further information contact lhor
Mykyta, 2 Forest St. Medfield,
Mass. Telephone: (607) 359-8058.
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HNIZDOVSKY
WOODCUTS, 1944 - 1975

Murzhenko appeals...
(Continued from page 2)

After having been turned down by
various universities and institutes
(Kharkiv University among them), Mr.
Murzhenko was accepted to the econo–
mics department at the Kiev State
University in 1969, but with the stipula–
tion that he enroll as a special student.
As a regular day student he would
qualify for boarding provisions at the
university and for a pass to live in Kiev.
Having spent six years in prison camp,
Mr. Murzhenko was barred from living
in the major cities of Ukraine.
Mr. Murzhenko was arrested for the
second time on June 15. 1970, at the
Smolny airport in Leningrad along with
a group of Jews, headed by Messrs.
Kuznetzov and Dymshyts, who at–
tempted to hijack a plane.
Of the 11 convicted in connection
with the incident, nine received sen–
tences anywhere from 10 to 15 years'
imprisonment. Mr. Murzhenko was
sentenced to 14 years' strict-regimen
camp, in 1974 the only woman involved,
in the failed hijacking, Silva Zalman–
son, was released prior to completion of
her sentence, in 1979 Messrs. Penson,
Altman and Khnon were released.
Messrs. Dymshyts and Kuznetsov were
exchanged for Soviet spies.
Of the original group arrested, three
remain imprisoned; Mr. Murzhenko is
one of them. Mr. Mendelevych has
since been released and subsequently
emigrated to israel in February 1981.
Mr. Fedorovwas also released.
in relating the harassment suffered by
the family, Mrs. Murzhenko refers to
her dismissal from work and to their
subsistence-level existence, verging on
starvation, in 1974 the family received

parcels from abroad which, while going
a long way toward alleviating the
material wants of the family, also
offered a pretext for further harass–
ment by security agents.
Referring to the adverse effects of her
husband's imprisonment to their daugh–
ter Anya, Mrs. Murzhenko recalls the
child's drawing of flowers and her
concomitant identification of the draw–
ing with the reality of the family's life.
The drawing depicts a tulip growing in
an enclosure of barbed wire; outside the
enclosure there are two more flowers,
one slightly taller than the other; both
are drooping and withered.
in her appeal, Mrs. Murzhenko
mentions her attempt to attend the trial
of Myroslav Marynovych and Mykola
Matusevych for which she was jailed for
10 days. She goes on to speak of the
repeated threats by the KGB to take her
child away from her; she relates how she
was awakened and forcibly taken to the
police for questioning, and tells about
her efforts to emigrate.
Mrs. Murzhenko concludes her ap–
peal with the following statement. "My
husband is repeatedly told that he is not
a Jew and that he does not have any
close relatives abroad — that, in effect,
he has no grounds for emigrating. He is
told that if, upon the completion of his
term, he persists in seeking to emigrate,
he will end up in prison again. І have
been told the same thing and have been
given to understand that if 1 pursue the
matter of emigrating 1 will also end up
in prison.
"We are being threatened once again
because we want to emigrate from the
Soviet Union. І am prevented from
relating our plight to my family.
"1 appeal to you to intercede on our
behalf and help us emigrate to israel
from the Soviet Union."

143 members. Among the leading or–
ganizers were: M. Chomanczuk
(Branch
5), 20 members; Dr. Wasyl
(Continued from page 5)
Mrs. Milanytch, vice chairman; and Palidwor (Branch 204), 19; A. Juzeniw
(Branch 194), 11; M. Dushnyck (Branch
Mr. Juzeniw, secretary.
in his annual report Mr. Choman– 293), 11; S. Chuma (Branch 361), 11;
czuk related his dual activities as Dr. M. Schpetko (Branch 489), 11; N.
chairman of the New York District and Moskal (Branch 16), 10; E. Milanytch
as UNA advisor. He cited the most (Branch 450), nine; W. Kwas (Branch
active branches, thanked various of– 88), nine; M. Kulczycka (Branch 8), six;
ficers and branch secretaries for their C. Bezkorowajny (Branch 256), six and
cooperation and decried the low in– A. Kipystiansky (Branch 327), six.
crease in new members organized in the Several, others organized lesser num–
district in 1980 due to various reasons. bers.
Mr. Orichowsky appealed for greater
Also reporting were the district
organizing activity in this pre-conven–
secretary, Mr. Juzeniw, its treasurer,
tion year, and stated that we must set an
Mr. Chupa, and Mr. Krupka, head of
example for our kin in Ukraine with a
the auditing committee. Following a
united and active community.
brief discussion on the reports, Mr.
in the ensuing discussion a host of
Krupka moved that a vote of confidence
subjects was dealt with at length, such
be given the outgoing officers.
as, increased UNA dividends, articles
Called on to address the assemblage not being printed and complaints against
by the presiding chairman, Mr. Wyn– several which were, appeals to the
nyk, were UNA supreme officers: vice UNA to return to the UCCA, status of
President Dushnyck, Auditors Futey the home for seniors, and so on. At the
and Hewryk, and Advisor Lozynskyj, conclusion of the discussion Dr. Soko–
as well as Dr. Padoch. They touched on lyszyn moved for a resolution to have
various problems facing the UNA and the UNA negotiate its return to the
the Ukrainian community, which should UCCA on the basis of mutual underbe resolved as soon as possible, and standing and compromises on both
appealed for unity and a stronger UNA sides.
through a steady growth in memberAll present signed get-well cards to be
ship.
sentj to Mr. Flis and Mr. Saldan.
Supreme Organizer Orichowsky stated Discussions continued unabated at the
that New York had filled its quota by 54 tasty collation prepared by Mmes.
percent in 1980 (190 members) and lost Chomanczuk, Klymyshyn and others.

New York
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A Catalogue Raisonne by ABE M. TAH1R. Jr with a foreword by PETER A W1CK
and an autobiographical essay by JACQUES HNlZDOvSKY
Price S25 00 hard bound. Postage and handling one dollar.
New Jersey residents add 5"fc sales tax
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lAttention, students!
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Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold Щ
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the І
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
g
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also Щ
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already 5
takan place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will Щ
also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.
і
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The radio war
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million a year, in the Soviet Union
alone, there are 2,075 jammers involved
and more than 5,000 employees. A large
(Continued from page 7)
increase in jamming, which now in–
most extensive and expensive broad- cludes the British Broadcasting Cor–
casting arm in the world, it is part of an poration (BBC) and the Deutsche Welle
estimated S3.5 billion-a-year Soviet (DW) foreign broadcasts to the Soviet
foreign propaganda offensive. The Union, as well as vOA, means large
Soviets have not forgotten Lenin's additional costs in electric power, radio
words: "ideas are more fatal than guns." equipment, and the diversion of engi–
Soviet radios are on the air for more neers and technicians from other work,
than 2,000 hours a week in 82 languages a "brain drain" if you will.
over 285 short-wave transmitters. They
What is more, it takes a long time to
are particularly active in the Third
World, spreading anti-American pro– marshal the necessary resources and
coordinate
the jamming effort. Jam–
paganda, contributing to turmoil and
promoting violence. For example, in ming short-wave signals must be on the
i,ran, the USSR has been beaming same wavelengths, of course, as the
inflammatory programs since 1959,, broadcasts being interfered with, inas–
doubling its hours on the air after the much as the incoming programs are
beamed on several frequencies, a good
fall of the Shah.
Radio Moscow is the principal Soviet deal of coordination is required on the
broadcaster to iran in Farsi, or Persian, part of the jamming effort, all of which
with 21 hours a week. Radio Baku, in takes considerable planning.
Local ground-wave jamming is also
the Soviet Caucasus, is next with 17!^
hours. Other Soviet transmitters which expensive and of limited range with
only
a local effect. Ground waves^ mere
beam Farsi abroad are located in
Dushanbe (7 hours) and Tashkent (З'Л). noise, have range of five to 10 miles,
A Soviet clandestine radio, the National thus requiring many small stations near
voice of iran, broadcasts to iran from the target areas. Every Soviet city with a
Baku in both Farsi (5lA hours weekly) population of more than a quarter
and Azerbaijani (3!4). This station million has about 15 of its own local
poses as iranian, denouncing United jammers of from 5 to 20 kilowatts, with
States policy as "imperialistic" and associated control and monitoring sites
"satanic," while it describes the Soviet and equipment. Larger cities have
more. Airwave jamming affects more
Union as iran's "true friend,"
The USSR broadcasts to every con– listeners and is more common than
tinent. Soviet propaganda programs in ground jamming. The jammer signal is
English now blanket the Caribbean, broadcast on the short-wave band from
relayed by powerful medium-wave approximately the same distance from
transmitters in Cuba and picked up on the audience as the transmitters broad–
much of the East Coast of the United' casting the offensive programs States on ordinary transistor receivers England, Spain and Germany, for
example. These foreign stations, and
or car radios.
thus the Soviet jamming transmitters,
There is very little, of the spirit of are 1,200 to 2,000 miles from the
detente in all of this. The Soviets intended audience groups. The Soviets
consider detente as peaceful coexi– must back off, as it were, between 1,000
stence, the opportunity to wage "ideolo– and 2,000 miles to beam their jamming
gical warfare" against the West, princi– signals, which are incidentally largely
pally the United States.
music from Radio Mayak.
Nonetheless, some of the foreign
in August 1980, as the Polish crisis
unfolded, the Soviets began jamming transmitters are very powerful. DW, for
vOA and other foreign broadcasts example, uses 500-kW transmitters,
beamed to their territory. The Commu– broadcasting programs on several
nist countries have long jammed RFE frequencies. The Soviet engineers must
and RL signals but had not for some match the power of these signals, more
years, in the spirit of "detente," inter– or less, come on the air at the same time,
fered with vOA. The Soviet move in this and be on the correct frequency, all of
case was not, however, a spur-of-the– which takes planning and preparation.
moment decision on the part of top And yet, the recent renewed intensive
Soviet leaders but must have been jamming of УО A, BBC and DW was all
planned for several months, at least. done with reserve capacity; no Soviet
equipment was removed from the jam–
The measure was probably contem– ming of Radio Liberty broadcasts.
plated sometime before as. a Soviet Thus, the total Soviet interference effort
adjustment to the world reaction to its is twice what it was.
invasion of Afghanistan, it was possibly
Solzhenitsyn has spoken of the irony
held up until the Moscow Olympics wherein cities are considered the centers
were over and the foreign visitors had of culture, in Russia, he has pointed
gone home, it is now known that the out, foreign broadcasts are often so
Soviets made their 1968 decision to jam jammed they cannot be heard at all in
foreign broadcasts to coincide with the the cities, if you want to hear their
Warsaw Pact invation of Czecho– message, you often must leave the cities
Slovakia three to four months before for the countryside. Muffled signals
the event.
from abroad in the "muffled zone."
Radio jamming is extremely expen–
What are the strategic implications of
sive. An estimate of the cost of the the radio war? The Soviet Union mainSoviet-bloc jamming of RFE^RL, tains an iron grasp on the Russian
mentioned above, is roughly 5300 people and on the captive nationalities
of its empire, its strategic military
strength shields its continuing conPublication...
quests abroad. Our old policy of con–
(Continued from page 7)
tainment no longer works against
After serving his full term (1961-76), Soviet aggression for our strategic
the 51-year-old.attorney was subjected superiority, on which this policy was
to constant administrative surveillance, based, has been lost. Nonetheless, the
his mail was opened and he was denied Soviet empire is vulnerable, its econo–
permission to emigrate — all in viola– mic system is truly inefficient, its
agriculture a shambles, its population,
tion of the Soviet Constitution.
On March 24, Mr. Kandyba was and those of the captive nations, are
arrested in Pustomyny, a town near shamelessly exploited to support cor–
Lviv, Ukraine, where he worked in an rupt and incompetent regimes. The
electrical appliance factory. Details masses, out of whose hide the cost of
concerning this latest arrest are unavail– Soviet imperialism comes, are extremely
susceptible to the truth. Soviet control
able.
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of its own people and Russian power
over non-Russian nationalities — the
Ukrainians, Baits, Byelorussians,
Armenians, and so forth — are eroded
by the winds of freedom from abroad,
in addition, there are 40 million Mo–
slems in the Soviet Union who should
have the benefit of the message of truth
from abroad. These Moslem peoples
are a fertile field awaiting cultivation,
it is of special interest that RFE and
RL often assist the forces of internal
dissent in the USSR and the satellite
countries in frustrating the Communist
secret policy by broadcasting smuggled
dissident papers and-messages. Dissi–
dent samizdat efforts are multiplied
manyfold when these documents are
read on the air at dictation speed.
Moreover, according to the AFL-ClO
executive council, "the airwaves provide protection for Andrei Sakharov
and others who have no other defense
except for public prominence."
it is obvious that the massive support
that the Polish people gave the workers'
strike and are giving the effort to form
independent unions in Poland consti–
tute complete repudiation of their
Communist government, it is also
apparent that the thirst for freedom
behind the iron Curtain remains strong
and unquenchable. 1 do not believe that
the recent events in Poland would have
developed the way they have without
the communication provided to the
courageous Polish workers by the U.S.
radios, especially RFE, and those of
other free world countries.
in a letter to President Jimmy Carter
dated September 4, 1980, three Soviet
dissidents now living in the West called
his attention to the enormous impor–
tance of the strength and intensity of the
internal opposition in the subjugated
countries. They reminded the president
that this opposition demands neither
money nor arms from us; it asks only
moral or political support, they said.
They then made the point that my
colleagues and 1 have made numerous
times: all the information broadcasts to
the Soviet Union cost the West less than
one modern bomber.
Our friends abroad are sometimes
circumspect in offering unsolicited
advice, and our diplomats are frequent–
ly reluctant to report their friendly, yet
critical, observation. To much of the
time, their views fail to percolate to the
top. More and more, however, word
reaches us that we should take off the
gloves. There is nothing wrong with
propaganda, they point out, as long as it
is accurate.
Symbolic of our long-lived foreign
information malaise was the thinking
underlying the change of name, under
the Carter administration, of the U.S.
information Agency (US1A) to the
international Communication Agency
(ІСА). ІСА cannot be merely the means
for an interchange, it must not be
simply an agency of dialogue. This is a
hard-nosed and occasionally irrational
world. Our information service must be
a confident spokesman for our point of
view. America should return to selling
itself.
The Communists themselves suffer a
major deficiency in broadcasting their
message. Significant delays impede
their response to events as they unfold;
the top leadership must review the
handling of important stories while it
determines what the party line will be. it
cannot thus be timely, and the West can
properly fill the breech, it is often
pointed out that it is not just the content
of our broadcasts that upsets the com–
missars, it is the constant flow of hard
news.
І maintain that to wage this radio
war, the United States should imme–
diately establish the optimal number

n
and types of transmitters and their
locations. Efforts should be stepped up
to negotiate agreements with foreign
nations with regard to locating trans–
mitters and relays. Existing facilities
should be improved, for example, most
of the studio equipment at RFE;RL
headquarters in Munich is more than
25 years old. Research should be undertaken on means to apply YHF satellite
to the operations of the radios.
Additional qualified staff should be
recruited to man the improved facilities,
in some cases it takes more than a year
to identify and recruit qualified staff
members with the needed language
ability.
A real effort should be made to reach
the Soviet Moslem minorities located in
Central Asia. For this we need trans–
mitter facilities in the Middle East.
We should improve program content.
We need a strong signal and a strong
message.
We should reorganize the ВІВ and
RFE^RL boards and staffs and revita–
lize the language desks, and we should
forego plans of relocating certain
language RFE services from Munich to
the United States.
A Spanish-language unit, Radio Free
Cuba in Miami, should be established
to beam the American message to the
people of Cuba.
І am not alone in believing that the
radios should be considered as elements
in our national security, international
broadcasting is an important weapon in
our arsenal.
The struggle for men's minds is at
stake. We have history and truth on our
side, yet we let the Soviets have a
technological advantage. This is a war
the average American does not realize is
going on, yet it is a major concern of the
Soviets. We must recognize the responsi–
bilities and challenges we face and make
the policy and budget decisions neces–
sary to gain the technological edge we
need to win.
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UConn club participates in fair

George de la Pena, who was made a
STORRS, Conn. - The Ukrainian
Productions decides to go ahead with soloist with the American Ballet Thea– Club at the University of Connecticut
plans to make a movie (The New York tre in 1977 and then took a leave of participated in the international Fair
Times reported on April 8 that the absence from the company to star in the held on Sunday, April 26, at the Storrs
movie company "loved the play and title role of 20th Century-Fox's movie campus.
bought it"), we may still have to become "Nijinsky," is back with ABT. Since the
The Ukrainian display featured exhi–
concerned about how we are repre– opening of the company's season on
April 20, he has been winning praises bits of Ukrainian woodcarvings, cera–
sented in "Fools."
from New York Times dance critic mics, embroidery and pysanky. Py–
sanky demonstrations were held
Anna Kisselgoff.
Dumka Chorus celebrates
throughout the dav.
in the April 29 matinee presentation
The mixed Dumka Chorus of New
During the afternoon show, Ukrai–
York, still in a festive mood following of "Giselle," Mr. de la Pena was "o"t– nian dancers and bandurists performed.
its 30th anniversary concert last month, standing in the nobility of his local
Thanks to a host of parents.the
performed at an ethnic festival at debut as Albrecht." And, wrote Miss
Rutgers University in New Jersey on Kisselgoff, he recalled igor Youskevitch Ukrainian kitchen raised funds for the
April 12 ("aboutfiveselections, tremen– "through his sustained nobility in Act Ukrainian club and Ukrainian courses
dous applause") and will appear on H." She felt that his partnering was at the university.
May 29 in Yonkers, N!Y., with soloists excellent.
According to Myron Kolinsky,
Andrij Dobriansky, Mykola Fabryka
On May 2, in his debut in the one-act SUSTA representative , the day gave
and Marta Kokobka-Muaijuchuk. ballet "Prodigal Son," Mr. de la Pena the club the initiative to organize more
The birthday concert at Cooper Union turned in a performance as a "deter– extensively.
on April 4 was "very successful, morally mined, rebellious good Prodigal."
Mr. de la Pena's roles with ABT this
and financially," according to Dumka
president ihor Rakowsky. The chorus is season include Caroline's lover in Dan,ce master...
happy with the praise heaped on sing– "Jardin aux Lilas," Albrecht in "Gi–
(Continued from page 1)
ers, soloists, conductor Simon Ko– selle," the prodigal in "Prodigal Son"
mirnyj and accompanist iryna Fabryka, and the faun in "Afternoon of a Faun." Avramenko founded his own school of
dance, the Ukrainian National Dance
and very pleased with public response to
A native of New York City, Mr. de la Studio, in New York in 1952.
its newly released record "Khustyna"
The numerous performances which
(The Scarf). The record, its second Pena attended the School of American
album, was named for a Shevchenko Ballet and graduated from the High Mr. Avramenko directed included
School
of
Performing
Arts.
Before
appearances
at the Metropolitan Opera
poem whose words were set to music by
Lev Revutsky, and is available through joining American Ballet Theatre in House in New York in 1931 and at the
the chorus for S6 (Dumka Chorus, December of 1974, he performed with White House in Washington in 1935.
Apart from extensive touring in the
Ukrainian Sports Club, 122 Second the St. Paul Civic Opera and the Andre
Eglevsky Ballet Company.
United States and Canada, Mr. Avra–
Ave, New York, N.Y. 10003).
menko took the Ukrainian folk dance to
Over 800 persons who filled Cooper Around town
Brazil, Argentina, Australia and israel.
Union's Great Hall for the anniversary
The Avramenko Film Studio pro–
concert thrilled to the sound of Bort–
A print of Jacques Hnizdovsky's duced and showed several popular
niansky's "Glory to God in the Highest" "Sunflower" woodcut illustrated the Ukrainian films: "Natalka Poltavka,"
(great diction and precision), verdi's attractive bulletin used by the Brooklyn "Marusia" and "Zaporozhets za Du–
"Уа Pansiero" from the opera Nabucco Botanic Garden to publicize its two-day nayem," — which date from 1939-40.
(translated into Ukrainian by Mr. plant sale, held this past week. Mr.
A panakhyda was held on Friday,
Komirny), excerpts from Dankevych's Hnizdovsky's J979 woodcut "Basket of May 8, at the Peter Jarema Funeral
opera "Bohdan Khmelnytsky" (soloist, Eggs" was included in the selection of Home in New York. Funeral services
Andrij Dobriansky), Liudkevych's prints shown by the Pratt Graphics were held the next day at the Fresh
sentimental "Nightfall," and sprightly Center in a monthlong exhibition Ponds Crematorium in Queens, N.Y.
folk tunes.
marking the center's 25th anniversary.
Friends of the deceased have reOther highlights included duet work Also in the display was an untitled 1964 quested that in lieu of flowers contribu–
lithograph
by
Alexander
Archipenko,
tions in memory of the late Mr. Avra–
by Ms. Kokolska-Musijtschuk and Mr.
Dobriansky in two Lysenko composi– lent anonymously...An exhibit of work menko be made to the "Avramenko
by
Stephanie
Bernadyn
opens
at
1
p.m.
Fund" for the safeguarding of
tions, and the alto voice of Alia Grogul
in Pashkevych's "Steppe" expressing today at the Ukrainian Artists Associa– archival material. Contributions may
a mother's grief for a son lost in battle. tion gallery, 136 Second Ave., and runs be sent to: Avramenko Fund, Ukrai–
through May 17...The Mayana Gallery nian Orthodox Credit Union, Account
Most colorful and exciting was the at 21 E. Seventh St. is currently holding No. 1860, 304 E. Ninth St., New York,
excerpt from Nishchynsky's opera an exhibit and sale of Turkish kylyms, N.Y. 10003 or, to: The Ukrainian Self–
"Nazar Stodolia," depicting a holiday through the end of May. in various Reliance Federal Credit Union, Acgathering, the arrival of carollers, and sizes, priced from S135 to S 600, the wool count No. 9927, 108 Second Ave., New
merry-rilaking. Here the chorus was kylyms carry abstract designs, some of York, N.Y. 10003.
joined oil stage by the excellent Syzo– which are said to be similar to Ukrai–
kryli Dance Ensemble (directed by nian motifs. The gallery is open on
Roma Pryma Bohachevsky), with some weekdays from 5 to 8 p.m. and on
dozen ballet-trained young ladies and Saturday and Sunday afternoons and
four young men displaying exceptional evenings...Seven large works and one
(Continued from page 4)
grace andfinefootwork in a lively dance triptych by Connecticut artist Larysa
Martyniuk comprise a solo show during from this guide are collections cornsegment^
an exhibition of abstractions in all posed entirely of microforms and colCostuming was beautiful, with the media, at the Keane Mason Gallery, 50 lections of personal papers and nonexception of a color clash between the W. 57th St. The exhibit runs through music manuscripts which fall within the
bright rid of the women singers' cos– May 29 and can be viewed from 11 a.m. scope of the National Union Catalog of
tumes and the shocking pink hue of Ms. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday... Manuscript Collections (NUCMC).
The volume is liberally illustrated
Kokolsa-Musijtschuk's gown. The cho– Pianist Thomas Hrynkiw will perform
rus tumid out in new stylized Ukrainian at Carnegie Recital Hail on May 14 at 8 with photographs of materials from the
costumes, the women in long-sleeved p.m., in the "New Music for Young various special collections it describes,
red veliet jackets over floor-length Ensembles" concert. He will accom– and the casual reader as well as the
skirts oared, black and white geometric- pany oboist Bert Lucarelli in a premiere scholar will be interested to see 10woven Sakhta" fabric, the men in dark work and will perform a Poulenc year-old Beverly Sills' application to
dinner ess with maroon string ties. composition with Mr. Lucarelli and appear on Major Bowes'"Amateur
For tb :cond half of the program, the bassoonist Don MacCourt.,.The Ukrai– Hour" or a hand-sketched intelligence
ladies ore their long plakhty and nian Dancers of Astoria, directed by map sent by Gen. John Cadwalader to
sleevel s "zhupany" with brightly Elaine Oprysko, have two appearances Gen. George Washington on December
embroi ed shirts (they simply detach– scheduled for May 16: the Ukrainian 31, 1776, showing British positions at
ed "hoi :ed-on" jacket sleeves), while Street Festival on East 7th Street and at Princeton, N.J.
The 464-page hardbound Special
the mi doffed their jackets to reveal the 9th Avenue Association Festival.
Collections in the Library of Congress is
embroi ed shirts.
JB^"V
available for S12 from the Superinten–
,^^^^^ЖЙ:ЖІЖЖЖ^Ж^И:Щ
Z'T
dent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing
Office, Washington D.C. 20402
M Youf hild is Ukrainian. Let him discover what thai means through theWi
У
(Stock No. 030-001-00092-3), or in
M
У ? с о Ь ^ І Л and captivating
pages of the veselkafThe
Rainbow.
i"jj person only from the information
Counter in the Library's Thomas Jeffer–
son Building.
(Continued from page 9)

Library of Congress...

m

Elections have been conducted for
the 1981-82 school year. The results are
as follows: Bohdanna Kacharowsky,
president; Natalie Tkaczuk. vice presi–
dent; Terri Burns, secretary; Steve Gry–
siak, treasurer; and Mr. Kolinsky,
representative to SUSTA. Anyone
interested in joining the Ukrainian Club
at UConn, may contact Ms. Kacharow–
sky at (203)487-8913.

Plyushch book...
(Continued from page 7)

mopolitan - minded individual
whose own national conscious–
ness emerges in face of extant Russian
chauvinism and who becomes an active
member in the Ukrainian dissident
movement..."; a first-hand documen–
tation of the socio-political and na–
tional processes in Ukraine as well as of
the dissident movement in the Soviet
Union in general."
The book is available in Ukrainian
book stores and from Suchasnist repre–
sentative Nina Hnytsky, 254 W. 31st St.,
New York. The cost of the book is Si6.
"History's Carnival" is the 141st pu–
blication of Suchasnist.
Mr. Plyushch, a mathematician at the
institute of Cybernetics in Kiev and
former political prisoner, is now a
member of the External Representation
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group. His
involvement in the dissident movement
dates back to the mid 1960s.
Mr. Plyushch was arrested in 1972
and brought to trial the following year,
charged with "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda." Upon the recommen–
dation of a KGB-appointed psychiatric
panel he was committed to a special
psychiatric hospital.
Mr. Plyushch was finally released in
January 1976 after the intervention of
various groups in the West. He now
resides in France with his family.

Panchuk donates...
(Continued from paEe 1)

Ukrainian press as a writer on a variety
of subjects — Ukrainian community
affairs, Ukrainian literature and Ukrai–
nian emigration history.
He also published three books: "Shev–
chenko's Testament; Annotated Com–
mentaries.," Jersey City, 1965; "Buko–
winian Settlements in Southern Mani–
toba" (Gardenton Area), Battle Creek,
1971; "The First Ukrainian Church in
Canada," Winnipeg, 1974.
Dr. Panchuk also found time for
intellectual pursuits and the acquisition
of a fine library on Ukraine's past. The
hundreds of volumes in Dr. Panchuk's
private library are a valuable resource
for Ukrainian studies, and the Ukrai–
nian collection at Harvard will benefit
greatly from the addition of these
retrospective materials. Mr. Bazansky
agreed to take charge of sorting and
packing the books, and he will compile
j and accessions list of the collection.
' Dr. Panchuk is the most recent donor
of books to the Ukrainian collection in
Harvard College Library. He is follow–
ing a tradition set up by his friend, Mr.
Bazansky, the first donor of a major
Ukrainian research collection to Har–
vard since the establishment of tht
Ukrainian Studies Program. The hard
work and support of Mr. Bazansky and
Mrs. Duzhey, and the generosity of Dr.
Panchuk, constitute a very valuable
contribution to the future development
of the Ukrainian library collection as
well as the Ukrainian Studies Program
at Harvard University.
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Book features...
(Continued from page 7)

Riga, in Latvia, Lviv and Kiev in
Ukraine, (which) offer different aesthetic
problerds which arise not only from
geographical difference, but from a
differing psyche endemic to the res–
pective nationalities of the artists.''
in terms of the scope of Ukrainian
contemporary art, the catalogue attests
to the diversity and variety of contribu–
tions made by Ukrainian artists, underscoring the "complexity of thematic as
well as formal choices " in their work.
Characterizing the various art centers
in Ukraine, Ms. Moudrak notes that the
artists of Odessa can be considered as a
group (as compared with the artists of

Fedorenko wants...
(Continued from page 3)

Mr. Fedorenko, who has a wife and
two sons still living in Ukraine and has
visited the Soviet Union at least three
times since 1973, faces no charges in the
USSR.
"He indicated that if he had to be
deported, the Soviet Union is the only
place he'd like to go, someplace where
he still had some family and friends,"
the Times quoted Mr. Gildea as having
said. On one of Mr. Fedorenko's visits,
Mr. Gildea went on, he was detained by
Soviet intelligence for four orfivedays,
was questioned and then released.
Mr. Fedorenko, who was cleared of
any war crimes by a lower court, but was
prosecuted by the government's Office
of Speical investigations on the immi–
gration charge, was captured by the
Germans in 1941 while serving with the
Red Army. When applying for a visa to
enter the United States, he signed a
sworn statement that he had been a
farmer and factory worker during the
war. The government contended that he
had served as a guard at the infamous
Treblinka concentration camp.
if the Soviet Union refuses to grant
Mr. Fedorenko a visa and he is ordered
deported, he would be allowed to select
the country to which he would go,
assuming the host nation and the
United States both concurred, accord–
ing to the Times.
Mr. Gildea said that his client did not
face charges anywhere else in the world.

1"

Kiev, who are less cohesive and unified),
noting that the vitality and ex hu be ra nee
of the former is part of the "extremely
organized artistic ambiance which
permeates Odessa today."
"in 1967, long before the famous
bulldozing event of Russian dissident
artists in Moscow in September 1974,
when foreign correspondents were run
down by Soviet officials, the Odessa
artists sponsored their own spontane–
ous outdoor exhibition in front of the
Odessa State Theatre of Opera and
Ballet in an area which was once called
Palais Royal," writes Ms. Moudrak.
While noting that "it is difficult to
make general remarks which would
characterize Ukrainian contemporary
art on the whole," Ms. Moudrak goes
on to point out that "of greatest conse–
quence, however, is the fact that to a
large degree, there is no socio-political
commentary inspired by dissident overtones visible in their subject matter." it
is this basic lack of political motivation
and orientation which, according to
Ms. Moudrak, distinguishes the Ukrai–
nian from the Russian artists.
Represented in the catalogue are:
volodymyr Strelnikov, Shapovalenko,
Ruslan Makoiev, Oleksander Onu–
friew, Liudmila Yastrub, valerij Ba–
sanets, Stanislav Sychov, valenttyn
Khrushch, Nadia Haidouk, volodymyr
Tsiupko, vitalij Sazonov, Andrij An–
toniuk, Wolodymyr Naumets, viktor
Maryniuk, Wolodymyr Makarenko,
Feodosi Humeniuk, ivan Marchuk,
Serhij Heta, Mykhailo Hrytsiuk
and Anton Solomukha.

і

The catalogue originally accompani–
ed the exhibition of contemporary
Ukrainian art which was held in Mu–
nich, London, Paris and New York.

ANNUAL MEET1NG
WILL BE HELD

Sunday, May 17, 1981 at 2:30 p.m.
at the
Hall of St. volodymyr Ukrainian Catholic Church
Zerbey Avenue. EDWARDSv!LLE, Pa.
PROGRAM:
Opening.
Election of presidium of annual meeting.
Minutes of preceding meeting.
Report of District Committee Officers
Report of the Auditing Committee.
Discussion and vote of Confidence to the preceding Officers.
Address of Mary Dushnyck 8 Stephan Hawrysz.
Election of District Committee and Auditing Committee and plan of work for 1981
Adjournment.
The Branch officers. Convention delegates and members are invited to attend the meeting.
Meeting will be attended by:
M a r y D u s h n y c k , UNA Supreme vice President

S t e p h e n HawrySZ, UNA Senior Organizer
DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Roman Diakiw
Chairman

Producer-director Slavko Nowytski of Filmart Productions, Minneapolis, Minn.,
with (from left) Yuri Denysenko, cameraman; Tom Anderson, camera assistant;
and Barbara Becker, sound engineer; during filming at the UNA as part of a film
project about Ukrainians in America. According to Mr. Nowytski, shooting will be
completed in October and the film should be out by the end of the year. The film
project is funded by the UNA.

A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...

The catalogue was published in an
edition of 750, numbered 1 to 750; and
50, designated 1 to L. it has some 100
plates, of which 58 are color. The
introduction - in Ukrainian, English
and French is by Ms. Moudrak; design
by Mr. Solomukha; art editor is Gunter
Herdin, technical editor, ihorZubenko.
The catalogue is available at the
Svoboda Book Store, 30 Montgomery
St., Jersey City, N. J. 07302. Price is S25.

ANNOUNCES THAT
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2.
3.
i.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Nowytski begins work on film

(Only two of the artists, Mr. Solo–
mukha and Mr. Strelnikov, are now
living in the West.)

Ukrainian National Association
DiSTRlCT СОММІТТЕЕ of W1LKES BARRE, Pa.

:
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Katherine Lukacz
Treasurer

Wasyl Stefuryn
Secretary
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We cover it all.
Can you afford not to subscribe?
І would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly
for„–.year(s).(Subscription rates: 35 per year for UNA members. S8
for non-members).
My name is: . – . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ - . – „ – - - - - - - - - І belong to UNA Branch: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ . ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . . ^ ^ –
Address: - - . ^ ^ – ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ „ „ . ^ „ „ . ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ ^ - City:
^
^
.
State: - - ^ – - „ - ^ . . „ „ . . ^ „ . . ^ . ^ ^ ^ „ „ - ^
Zip code:
.
^
„
.
^
-

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
in addition, 1 would like to giv^ a friend one year's subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly at the discounted rate of S4.
HisXher name is: „
–
^
,
Address:
- : ^ ^ „ - ^ „ ^ – Ciity: - ^ – - - State: –
Zip code: - - . – І enclose a check for S.
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
30 Montgomery Street ш Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
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Manor commencement is on May 14 Pittsburgh Folk Festival begins May 21
JENKJNTOWN, Pa. - Commence–
ment at Manor Junior College will be
on May 14. Ninety-two students will
receive diplomas at the exercises, which
begin with a procession from the Basi–
leiad Library at 6:45 p.m.
Commencement speaker will be Sis–
ter Madonna Marie Cunningham OSF,
president of Neumann College in As–
ton, Pa. Sister Madonna Marie is very
active in education, community and
psychology affiliations, and is a trustee
on the board of Archmere Academy
and St. Joseph Hospital in Baltimore.
She holds membership in Sigma Xi
Honor Society, American Psychologi–
cal Association, Psychologists inte–
rested in Religious issues (P1R1) and
the Delaware County Chamber of
Commerce. She has been cited in Who's
Who of American Women, Outstand–
ing Educators of America, and The
World's Who's Who of Women.

Sister M. Dia Stasiuk, aca–
demic dean, will present the candidates.
Sister Miriam Claire Kowal OSBM,
president, will present the diplomas to
the graduates. Thomas J. Lynch, senior
vice-president of industrial valley Bank
and chairman of Manor's board of
trustees, will confer the awards. The
invocation will be given by Father
Seminack in English, in Ukrainian it
will be given by Msgr. Joseph Fed ore k.
Two graduates have been initiated in
Phi Theta Kappa, the national honor
society for junior colleges: Stephanie
Bayas of Fox Chase, Pa. and Jeanne
Broderick of Lawndale, Pa.

Karen Ames of Flourtown, Pa.,
Roberta Stoeckel and Maryanne Costa
of Huntingdon valley, Pa., Denise
Heintzleman of Southampton, Pa.,
Lori DiFabio of Sp,ringfield, Pa., Rose
Maguire of Philadelphia, Kathleen
Commencement exercises will begin Parker of Olney, Pa., Joan Baratta of
with a liturgy in the college auditorium. Laurel Springs, N.J., and Eileen Sudick
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Hall, at 5 of Fox Chase, Pa., are graduates that
p.m. Father Richard Seminack will have been enrolled in Alpha Beta
Gamma, the national business honor
celebrate the liturgy.
society.
At 6:45 p.m. the commencement
exercises will begin with a procession
Those nominated for Who's Who
from the library. Associate degrees will Among Students in American Junior
be awarded to 34 candidates in the Colleges from this year's graduating
business program; 52 in allied health class are: Leslee A. Braun of .Jenkin–
including 18 medical laboratory techni– town, Pa., Jeanne M. Broderick of
cians, 15 medical assistants and 15 Lawndale, Pa., Nancy L. Burger of
expanded-functions dental assistants; Philadelphia, Theresa Myers of Honesfour science transfers and six in liberal dale, Pa., and Lena ventresca of Flourarts.
town, Pa.
Ukrainian National Association
D1STR1CT C O M M I T T E E of SCRANTON, Pa.
ANNOUNCES THAT

ANNUAL MEET1NG
WlU BE HELD

!

Sunday, may 17, 1981, at 7:00 p.m.
at the
Hall of The Ukrainian Fraternal Association

Tickets may be obtained by con–
tacting Mary Ann Grimm at (412) 4623883; 5111 Glenhurst Road, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15207. Reserved seats are S3.50 and
general admission is 52.50. (Deadline
for ticket purchases is May 17.)
Doors will be open from 5 p.m. to
midnight on Thursday through Satur–
day, and 2 to 10 p,m. on Sunday.
Entertainment is scheduled for 8 p.m.
on Thursday through Saturday, and 7
p.m. on Sunday. The Ukrainian group
will perform on Thursday evening.

Apopka Ukrainians
display pysanky
APOPKA, Fla. - Ukrainians of
Apopka, Fla., had a pysanka exhibit on
display during April in the main showcase, located in the lobby entrance of
the Orange County Historical Mu–
seum and Planetarium in Orlando.
Thousands of people viewed the
exhibit, which was organized by Resale
Kowalchuk Hand. Angela Ficyk, Anne
Duda, Mrs. Nazarewycz, valentyn
Koval and Rose Kowalchuk contri–
buted to the exhibit.

USCAK schedules volleyball championships
NEWARK, N.J. - The 24th annual
volleyball championships of the Asso–
ciation of Ukrainian Sports Clubs in
North America will be held this year on
Saturday, May 23.
Never before held on the East Coast,
the championships will take place in
the gymnasiums of the New Jersey
institute of Technology in Newark, N.J.
in past years the tournament has been
held in Rochester, Toronto and Detroit.
Last year in Chicago, the Chicago
Lions placed first in the men's division,
while Newark's Chornomorska Sitch
finished second, in the women's divi–

sion, the Chornomorska Sitch team
took first place, while the Cincinnati
iskra team took second.
Men's and women's teams from
Toronto, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Chi–
cago and other cities of the United
States will compete in this year's cham–
pionships.
Following the tournament, a banquet
will be held in the East Hanover Ra–
mada inn on Route 10 West. Trophies
and medals funded by the Ukrainian
National Association will be awarded.
A dance to the sounds of the Rosa
orchestra will follow.

^^^^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^A^^^^AA^

The best gift you could give
your child...

440 Wyoming Avenue. SCRANTON. Pa.
PROGRAM:
1
2
3.
4.
5
6
7
8
9

by Anna R. Piaks
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh
Folk Festival will celebrate its 25th
anniversary May 21 through 24 at the
Civic Arena, and the festival has been
expanded to a four-day event for the
celebration of the anniversary.
A Founders Day will be held on
Thursday, May 21. At this time the
seven original groups — including
Ukrainians — will be honored for their
participation in the festival since its in–
ception.
The League of Ukrainian Catholics
Kalyna Choir of western Pennsylvania
and the Poltava Dance Ensemble will be
participating in the Thursday perfor–
mance of the Pittsburgh Folk Festival.
Sponsored by Robert Morris Col–
lege, the festival continues to be one of
the largest and best-attended shows of
its kind. Groups representing 25 na–
tionalities will show-off their cultural
heritage during the four-night show.
Ukrainian participation, under the
chairmanship of Leroy F. Grimm Jr., is
sponsored by the Western Pennsylvania
Council of the LUC. The Kalyna Choir
is directed by lrene viaduchick, and
the Poltava dancers are under the
direction of Luba Hlutkowsky.

Opening.
Election of presidium of annual meeting.
Minutes of preceding meeting.
Report of District Committee Officers
Report of the Auditing Committe.
Discussion and vote of Confidence to the preseding Officers
Address of Mary Dushnyck S Stephan Hawrysz.
Election of District Committee and Auditing Committee and plan of work for 1981
Adjournment.
Meeting will be attended by:
M a r y D u s h n y c k , UNA Supreme vice President
S t e p h a n H a w r y S Z , UNA Fild Organizer
D1STR1CT С0ММІПЕЕ

Nicholas Martyniuk
Chairman

-, ,„4s

Katherine Fedirko
Treasurer
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Advertising rates for The Ukrainian Weekly
General advertisements: 1 inch, single column
Fraternal and community advertisements: 1 inch, single column
Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page

І 7.00
S 5.00
J360.OO
S185.00
J 95.00
J 50.00

Photo reproduction:
single column
double column
triple column

І 6.75
І 8.50 jp
і 10-00 й

-

f
All advertisements must be received by noon of the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition. я
All advertisements.are subject to approval.
Please make checks payable to THE UKRA1N1AN WEEKLY and mail to:
30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City, N.J. 07302

Share The Weekly with a friend
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Document

yields...

(Continued from page 2)

conducted in six homes. Mr. Kraynyk's
house was searched three times.
On November 20, 1979, a packet
containing some materials of the group
was found. This sufficed to bring
charges against Mr. Kraynyk. The trial
was held much later.
While there is scant information
about events after thefirstinvestigation
of Mr. Kraynyk, it is known that he
became seriously ill while in prison

St. Basil student
wins science award
PHILADELPHIA - Lena Acninko,
a freshman at St. Basil Academy, was
awarded a first prize for her presenta–
tion at the State Science Fair, spon–
-sored jointly by the Pennsylvania
Academy of Science and the Pennsyl–
vania Junior Academy of Science.
The competition was held at Host
Farm in Lancaster, on April 5-7. Parti–
cipants presented an oral discourse on
their project and were judged on scienti–
fic thought, experimental methods,
analytical approach and presentation.
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(ailments of the stomach , liver and
eyes; arteriosclerosis). His condition
was such that in June 1980 he was
transferred to the prison hospital in
Lviv.

World Day of Prayer for vocations
(Continued from page 6)

other graces, for the building-up of his people and for the service of humanity.
' Let us give thanks to the Lord, who continues to send out his call, to which
Mr. Kraynyk's trial took place on many young people and others, in these years and in various parts of the world, are
August 12, 1980, at the ivano-Fran– responding with growing generosity.
kivske regional court. His family was
о-Let us ask pardon of the Lord for our weaknesses and infidelities, which
not notified about the exact date of the perhaps discourage others from responding to his call.
trial. When family members arrived in
о Let us fervently ask the Lord to grant to pastors, to religious, to missionaries
ivano-Frankivske on August 14, they and other consecrated persons the gifts of wisdom, counsel and prudence in calling
were not allowed to enter the court- others to the total service of God and the Church. May He also grant to ever more
room. On one occasion when Mr. numerous young people, and others not so young, the generosity and courage to
Kraynyk's wife Daria tried to enter the respond and to persevere.
room, she was seized by two soldiers
Let us all offer this humble and confident prayer, entrusting it to the intercession
and forcibly led out. Upon protesting of Mary, Mother of the Church, Queen of the clergy, the shining model for every
such conduct, she was taken to police person consecrated to the service of the people of God, (PopeJohnPaulll, 15 ill.
headquarters and fined 20 rubles. She 81) who remains ever the path that leads to Christ.
was finally able to get into the courtMay the peace of God and the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ and the presence of
room on August 21, the day of the the Holy Spirit be with you all.
sentencing.
Holy Thursday 1981.
Stephen
Presiding at the trial was Judge
Archbishop-Metropolitan of Philadelphia
Halyna vasylenko.
Basil
Since November 21, 1980, Mr. Kray–
Bishop of Stamford
nyk has been serving his sentence in a
innocent
strict-regimen camp in Mordovia. His
Bishop of St.Nicholasin Chicago
address is: Mordovian ASSR; ct. Potma; Barashevo; Zh Kh - 358;3-5.

wo PLACE LIKE SOYUZIVKAI

UKRAINIAN NURSERY
We need 10 children ages 4.5 to start a
? Ukrainian nursery and kindergarten in
І
Manhattan
і
For information call (212) 254-9125

SOYUZIVKA
BEAUTlFUL ESTATE OF THE UXRA1N1AN NAT10NAL ASS'N

IN THE ROLLING CATSKILLS NEAR KERHONKSON. N.Y.

RENEWAL ТІМЕ

it's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!
Make your reservations now - tor і week, or two. or three

A NOTICE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Exquisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home-made recipes. 8 tennis courts,
volleyball courts. Оіутрісяге swimming pool, entertainment snorts, special weekend concert
programs

Nearly a year has passed since The Weekly subscription system was altered and
made independent from that of Svoboda. For many of our readers, therefore, it's
about that time when subscription renewals are due.
if you mail your renewal today you'll be sure to receive The Weekly - your
Ukrainian perspective on the news - without interruption.
Please remember to send your renewal, along with a check or money order, (S5
for UNA members, S8 for non-members) to: The Ukrainian Weekly. Subscription
Department. 30 Montgomery St.. Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

TENNIS CAMP
JUNE 20 to JULY 1. 1981 -

BOYS and G1RLS age 12-18

C H l L D R E N ' S C A M P (For youngsters age 7 to 11)
G1RLS -

JUNE 20 -

JULY 4. 1981; BOYS -

JULY 4 -

JULY 18. 1981

Looking for a second income?

Become
AN ORGAN1ZER
for Ukrainian National Association

FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP
BEG1NNERS -

You could start this career by organizing your family and friends.
For information write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street m Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Atten: Organizing Dept.

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

AUGUST 1; ADvANCED - AUGUST 2 - AUG 15

UKRAINIAN ARTS COURSES
AUGUST 16 -

FULL or PART ТІМЕ

Or telephone: (201) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0 (Collect) or (212) 2 2 7 - 5 2 5 0

JULY 19 -

AUGUST 3 1 . 1981

Name „
Address

Ж

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson. N.Y. 12446
Tel.: (914) 626-5641

UNA STUDENT EDUCATlONAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rateof 3c7oayear only on loans made, interest
will accumulate during the period of schooling and be paid during repayment
period.
'
As o' Nnwembei 1 rh.ldten up to 4 ve jts ft ape who entolltot SlS 000 ot insurance will he guaianteed a SS 000 educational loan Should they
emoll 'її S?S 000 i.t insurance -hey will tic guaranteed .1 loan ot J? S00
jusenoe membeis jt;ps Ь to 10 enrolled lot S l i 000 ot N1W instance will be gwianteed a JA 000 trtu'ationai loan it enrolled lot І Л 000 ot
pioler!it.n they will be guaranteed a loan nt Jf. 000
the piotertmn heiem refuted lo finis: be node' UNA v 70 Cfr'.f.. yv

A UNA
FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

A formal noli,o 'ha! loan .s guaranteed will be sent with Certificate '- Protection whir .1 .s issued after November 1 1980
Cer'lhcale must temj.n .n good standing win ail assessments anddue^ paid until lducalmnai loan is panted and ttwoughout repayment period
Cetf.tic ale must be assigned lo UNA dunng the period of the loan and tstepayment E ithe– patents ni guatdian must guarantee repayment ot loan
.1 Juvenile is trndei age ?l when loan is granted
ege HI institution of tiighe
і begins the 1 month' 'nliowinf! gradua',,m -" applicant and must be fully iepa'd і

num ot twenty equai quarterly
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Kampelman...
(Continued from pagf .1)

or any other area, must be balanced by
progress in human rights, balance
which may be composed of ingredients
from outside this hall as well as concepts
agreed upon inside it. Our delegation
will not settle for language in this vital
area that is token or trivial; and,
unfortunately, the language that has
been provisionally negotiated so far is
of that sort, it must be supplemented by
language that is significant in pointing
the way to effective improvements. The
proposals calling for experts meeting on
the subjects of human rights and family
reunification; a proposal for the re–
moval of obstacles to the right of
citizens to monitor the implementation
of the Final Act and to practice their
religion — these are the kinds of
proposals that would carry our objec–
tive.
When we reconvene in May, our
work will be greatly aided and stimu–
lated by the draft final document
presented by a number of neutral and
non-aligned states. We will continue
constructively to improve that docu–
ment in the areas where that is called
for, but that effort does not obscure the
fact that the document provides the
opportunity to bring this meeting to a
successful conclusion in a reasonable
time-frame, if, after such a reasonable
time-frame, it becomes apparent that
our differences are too great, we should
then turn our thoughts to a creative
effort to bring the meeting to an end in a
way that strengthens the CSCE process
rather than subjecting it to futile,
counter-productive and interminable
debate.
Mr. Chairman, no delegation in this
room is more devoted to a positive
outcome of this meeting than the
delegation of the United States of
America. But we must not deceive
ourselves with the repetition of pious
platitudes. Events in the world outside
have made and continue to make our
task more difficult. Soviet troops
continue to be reinforced in Afghanistan, thus compounding the violation of
that country's sovereignty. And we have
witnessed the threat of military force as
a form of political intimidation against
the sovereignty of a participating state
by a more powerful neighbor. Furthermore, solemn commitments undertaken
in the human-rights area are — even as
we meet - being flouted.
These events bring to mind our
agreement of last November that our
Madrid meeting would be a balance
between a review of implementation
phase and a negotiating and drafting
phase. Our delegation is willing to
continue negotiating and drafting as
long as there is a reasonable prospect of
agreement, because agreement is our
objective here. But tragic developments
since we returned to Madrid in January,
as well as the need to restore a sem–
blance of substantive balance to our
proceedings, compel us to speak can–
didly.
Two weeks ago today, the learned
chief of the Soviet delegation acknow–
ledged the importance of human rights
and humanitarian concerns to our
process. He also thereby provided a
good basis for understanding the extent
of our differing perceptions of the issue.

During that intervention, he vigorously
asserted that his country looked upon
human rights and freedom as one of
"the main operative aspects" of the
"right to life." He stated that the Soviet
Union, contrary to its critics, has a keen
interest in "humanitarian issues."
On many occasions, including today,
this delegation has stressed that words
are by no means as significant as action
in helping us come to grips with the
problems that divide us and thus achieve
the cooperation we seek, in this area of
humanitarian concerns particularly,
and with all respect and deference to a
most able spokesman for his govern–
ment, we believe it is only fitting to put
the words of the Soviet delegation to
the test of whether they are accom–
panied by consistent action.
" Several weeks ago Oksana Yakov–
lena Meshko, a 76-year-old woman, one
of the founders of the Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group, was sentenced to six
months in a strict-regimen camp and
five years of internal exile.
This old woman, sick with heart
disease and with severe inflammation of
the lungs, and now sentenced to a lonely
existence in the harsh conditions of
distant exile, has been subject to syste–
matic persecution for her human-rights
activities. She has been held illegally in
psychiatric hospitals. Why? Because
she has worked to collect and distribute
accurate information about humanrights violations in her country, thus
exercising rights and freedoms proclaimed in the Soviet Constitution and
encouraged by the Helsinki Final Act.
Where, in this tragic event, is there a
sensitivity to "humanitarian issues"?
" A few weeks ago, on March 17,
Anatoly Marchenko, whose 1966 book,
"My Testimony," was the first expose of
labor prison camps in the post-Stalin
era, was arrested in Aleksandrov and is
apparently now in prison in the city of
viadimir. This man has already spent 15
years in labor camps and in exile. He
suffers from the effects of meningitis, is
partially deaf and has undergone sur–
gery on several occasions.
We ask how long will this man be
punished for his convictions, as we
again fail to see in this action a concern
for "humanitarian issues."
" Two weeks ago, we learned of the
death in a Soviet labor camp of Yuri
Kukk, 41 years old, whose only crime
was to focus attention on human-rights
violations in his native Estonia.
Where in this unfortunate death was
there a sensitivity to humanitarian
concerns?
" Several days ago, a number of
delegations received an appeal to save
the life of Dr. Yuri Orlov, who founded
the Helsinki Watch Group in 1976, and
who is today imprisoned in the Soviet
Union, in that appeal, which is signed
by Nobel laureate Dr. Andrei Sakharov
and by Moscow Helsinki Watch Group
member Dr. Naum Meiman, Dr. Or–
lov's prison is described as "a form of
extended torture."
A letter from Dr. Orlov's wife, irina,
dated January 17 and addressed to our
conference, reads:
"1 appeal once again to the conference
to save my husband from the unde–
seryed and barbaric treatment which
threatens his health and even his life...

j
Share a good thing
l
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the senseless, cruel and petty harass–
ment by the camp administrators has
deteriorated to the point where my
husband is prohibited from resting by
lying down, even though the medical
commission previously granted him
permission to rest two hours daily. He
can now only rest sitting down, but he is
not even allowed to place his head in his
hands..."
Where in the treatment of this noble
and humane man is there sensitivity to
"humanitarian issues"?
" Andrei Sakharov himself remains
in exile, isolated from friends and
associates. For the first time since his
exile, telegraphic communications with
relatives have been cut off. His three
diaries containing his current scientific
work on theoretical physics have been
taken away from him. His autobiogra–
phical writings have been confiscated.
Telegrams have not been delivered to
him or to his wife, including a telegram
informing his wife of her aunt's death in
Moscow.
Not only is Dr. Sakharov treated
thus, but his son's fiancee (and in effect
his wife), Yelizaveta Alekseyeva, is
persecuted and threatened, in an ob–
vious effort to put pressure on Dr.
Sakharov.
Mr. Chairman, 1 ask, is this the way a
society which supports "humanitarian
issues" treats one of its most distin–
guished citizens and his family?
" The name of Raoul Wallenberg has
been mentioned here by the foreign
minister of Sweden and others, in
recent weeks, an international confe–
rence was convened in Stockholm to
study in detail the most recent evidence
dealing with the disappearance of this
moral giant of a man. There are strong
"indications that he was alive in the
Gulag.long after Soviet authorities
asserted his death and some reason to
hope that he may still be alive.
There has not been to this day any
information as to why this courageous
Swede . who saved tens of thousands of
Jews in Budapest in 1945 was ever put in
a Soviet prison, what the charges were
against him, or how long his sentence
was. The Wallenberg family has plead–
ed for information and none has been
forthcoming from the Soviet authori–
ties.
This case will not go away. The
refusal to appreciate the human factor
which is symbolized by the Wallenberg
case is stimulating even further interest.
The Congress of the United States has
asked our delegation here in Madrid to
raise this case in our meetings. There are
active Wallenberg committees today in
six countries. The tragic mystery of
Raoul Wallenberg is unnecessarily
becoming a divisive international issue.
We again ask: Where is a concern for
"humanitarian issues" evident in this
case?
" Finally, 1 read an excerpt from a
letter addressed to our delegations by a
citizen of the Soviet Union, ida Mil–
grom, the mother of Anatoly Shcharan–
sky, now in a Soviet prison:
"My son, like many other freedomloving and courageous people...be–
lieved in the reality of the agreement
concluded in Helsinki. He believed in
you, conference participants, who
ratified the Final Act with your signa–
tures, and proclaimed the unbreakable
link between detente and observance of
fundamental human rights. My son
believed in, and took upon himself the
obligation of monitoring and bringing
to the notice of governments all viola–
tions in implementation of the agree–
ment.
"You, the conference participants,
implanted in them (my son and other
honest people) hope, and they have
ended up...in bondage....
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"in the years since the Helsinki
agreement was adopted, the most cou– ,
rageous people have found themselves
behind bars, are now languishing in
prisons, forced labor camps, and exile...
You gathered together in Belgrade,
argued, delivered speeches, and then
went your separate ways. And since that
time, new honest people have stood in
the dock and received 4erms.' Now you
are in Madrid, and again there are
speeches, academic arguments..."
Since the letter by his mother was
written, Anatoly Shcharansky has been
moved to a "strict-regimen barrack" in
his prison camp, where he receives
reduced rations and can write home
only once every two months. His mo–
ther, who had looked forward to a visit
with her son this month, has been told
that her visit has been canceled and that
her son is in solitary confinement for six
months.
What kind of concern for "humani–
tarian issues" is it that can treat this
young man, who believes in the Final
Act, this way?
Mr. Chairman, 1 have by no means
today raised all the issues involving
human rights which have arisen in the
weeks since our December recess. The
British delegate, for example, has
already brought to our attention the
decline in the rate of emigration visas
issued to Jewish persons from the
Soviet Union, particularly following the
26th party congress. All of these issues
are highly disturbing in their severity
and in their implications. І respectfully
suggest, furthermore, that they are
hardly consistent with the aspirations of
a "worker's state." They impose a heavy
burden on our meeting. We raise the
issue in the hope that it can be squarely
faced and then constructively dealt
with. Doing so would make an immense
contribution to a productive outcome
for this Madrid meeting. Meanwhile, we
will not ignore our obligation, in the
words of the delegate from the Holy
See, to acknowledge the silence of those
who cannot speak.
Mr. Chairman, we hold in trust the
future of our CSCE process. To pre–
serve and strengthen that process, our
commitments under the Helsinki Final
Act must be respected. Governments
and peoples asked to consider new
proposals and new promises must have
their confidence restored by having old
promises kept. We earnestly make that
observation in the hope that this realiza–
tion can help Madrid become a con–
structive turning point in improving
relations among all of us, thus moving
closer to our goal of disarmament and
peace.
Two additional steps are expected of
us when we return in May. First, a
commitment to the CSCE process
requires us to make every effort to
achieve a final agreement which reflects
positive results. My government pledg–
es itself to that effort.
Second, a commitment to the CSCE
process also requires us — whatever the
result of our effort here in Madrid — to
make adequate and timely provision for
the next follow-up meeting. My go–
vernment pledges itself to that objective
as well, it is indispensable if we want to
demonstrate our commitment to the
process as a whole, if we do not demon–
strate that commitment we will have
failed the millions of our citizens for
whom the process offers hopes of a
better future.
There is still time for our Madrid
meeting to produce constructive results
if we choose to use that time efficiently;
more expeditiously and productively
than we have up until now. We will have
one more opportunity to do so when we
reconvene in May. Let us work together
to accomplish that objective.

